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Abstract
In this thesis, two separate PC based maneuvering simulation programs have been
developed using FORTRAN programming language. The first is for conducting
displacement hull maneuvering simulation (it is capable of simulating all the standard
ship maneuvers) and the second is for conducting planing hull maneuvering simulation (it
is capable of simulating planing hull turning circle maneuver). Both programs are valid
only when the vessel is moving in unbounded, calm, and deep water. A captive model test
plan for a Zodiac Hurricane 733 craft has also been developed in this thesis, which can be
used to measure and create the hydrodynamic coefficients database which is required as
input by the developed planing hull maneuvering simulation program.
For validation studies, standard maneuvers of ESSO OSAKA have been simulated using
the displacement hull program and turning circle maneuvers of a simple planing craft (for
which Katayama has published full scale sea trial results) and the Zodiac Hurricane 733
craft (for which Virtual Marine Technology provided some full scale sea trial data) have
been simulated using the planing hull program. Simulation results have been compared
with full scale sea trial results wherever data was available and good agreements have
been found. Observed discrepancies in a few cases have been explained.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Overview
1.1.1. Displacement Type Ships
Since transportation of goods by large displacement type ships (where the hull is
supported predominantly by buoyancy) over long distances is the most economical
transport method available today, the traffic and size of these ships (especially large
tanker and container ships) is continuously increasing all over the world. As a result, the
risk of incidents such as collisions and grounding is increasing. This has enhanced the
focus on possibilities of improving safety at sea, which among other things depends on
the maneuverability of the ships and the skills of the crews sailing them. The International
Maritime Organization (lMO) approved Standards for Ship Maneuverability (lMO,
2002a; lMO, 2002b; lMO, 2004) and encouraged the application of these standards for
vessels constructed after 2004. Because of this, the evaluation of ship maneuverability
during the preliminary design stage has become an essential part of the "design spiral" in
naval architecture. The lMO standards specify the type of standard maneuvers and
associated criteria. Prediction of maneuverability validated by full scale sea trials could
be used for the demonstration of compliance with lMO standards. Computer programs
using either numerically computed or experimentally determined hydrodynamic
coefficients have allowed an accurate simulation of ship maneuverability for vessels with
displacement hull and IMO standards for ship maneuverability clearly recommend the use
of maneuvering simulation for maneuvering prediction of displacement type ships.
Maneuvering simulation provides a method of accurately assessing a vessel's handling
capabilities in a wide range of environmental conditions and scenarios, therefore enabling
potential reduction of navigation and maneuvering risks. Also, real life training of crews
using real equipment presents a number of challenges for example:
• Increased risk to personnel and equipment
• Limited access to required marine assets
• High costs
On the other hand, maneuvering simulation under highly realistic circumstances presents
a safer and more cost-efficient training alternative. Hence the demand for the
maneuvering simulation technology for displacement type ships is continuously
increasing. In this thesis, a displacement hull maneuvering simulation program capable of
simulating standard maneuvers is developed using FORTRAN programming language.
The developed program can be easily incorporated in a simulation environment in future
for training purposes. As there was no target displacement type ship for which the
program was to be developed, an extensive literature review was conducted and different
3 and 4 DOF hull, propeller and rudder force models are included in the displacement hull
maneuvering simulation program. Shaft speed and saturation dynamics will also be
simulated using shaft torque equation. This will make the program very versatile and
capable of simulating various mathematical models available in literature.
1.1.2. Planing Hulls
Planing is the mode of operation for a waterborne craft in which its weight is
predominantly supported by hydrodynamic lift, rather than buoyancy (hydrostatic lift). A
vessel is planing when the length Froude number Fn > 1.2 (Savitsky, 1992). However, Fn
= 1.0 is also used in some cases as a lower limit for planing. The planing hull form is
configured to develop positive dynamic pressure so that the vessel's draft decreases with
increasing speed. The dynamic lift reduces the wetted surface and therefore also the drag.
The planing hull incorporates, typically, shallow V-bottom sections with at least one
chine. Vessels with planing hull are used as patrol boats, fast rescue crafts (FRC),
ambulance craft, offshore supply craft, recreational craft, and for sport competitions. In
the past few years, significant improvements have been made in vessel performance and
tactical operations of high speed crafts with planing hulls. Hence naval, coast guard and
law enforcement agencies increasingly task them to complete a growing range of
operational objectives. Because of this, there is a continuous demand to enhance
personnel training. As we improve our understanding of planing hull hydrodynamics, the
use of maneuvering simulation technology for this purpose is becoming more and more
attractive. While developing a displacement hull maneuvering simulation program, it can
be assumed that the wetted hull surface is constant. For planing hull maneuvering
simulation program, this cannot be assumed as the shape of the hull under water will
change with some motions (for example forward speed and drift angle). Some of the
consequences are:
• Hydrodynamic coefficients cannot be considered constant throughout the
maneuvering motion
• There is strong coupling between longitudinal, lateral and vertical motions
Also, many vessels with planing hull use wateIjets and outboard motors as their
propulsion and control devices whereas the displacement hull maneuvering simulation
program developed in this thesis only incorporates conventional rudders and propellers in
its mathematical models. Thus the developed displacement hull maneuvering simulation
program cannot be used for simulating planing hull maneuvering motions. Hence, in this
thesis, a separate planing hull maneuvering simulation program capable of simulating
planing hull turning circle maneuver is developed using the FORTRAN programming
language. To address high speed craft personnel training demand, the simulation program
can be incorporated in a simulation environment in the future. For this program, a
simplified 3 DOF mathematical model based on Katayama's method (Katayama et a!.,
2006) will be used. A sample captive model test plan for Zodiac Hurricane 733 craft is
also developed, which can be used to measure and create the hydrodynamic coefficients
database for any planing craft (the database is required for executing the developed
program).
1.2. Literature Review
This section presents a literature review of the state of the art in maneuvering simulation
for both displacement type ships and planing hulls.
1.2.1. IMO Requirements
Concerns about environmental risks and ship safety increased with the increasing size of
ships and for the first time, significant research was done on ship safety in 1970's. After
1971, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) started publishing
recommendations on rudder size standards, mainly for ship maneuverability and ship
safety. IMO also started special committees and sub-committees to deal with ship
maneuverability regulations, such as the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC), the Design
and Equipment (DE) sub-committee and the Working Group (WG). On 4th December
2002, at MSC 76, the Maritime Safety Committee adopted the final standards of ship
maneuverability (lMO, 2002a). The same year, on 16th December, MSC also adopted a
new set of "Explanatory Notes to the Standards for Ship Maneuverability" (lMO, 2002b)
which were modified and finalized in 2004 (lMO, 2004). These standards supersede alI
previous standards and are used presently in the industry. lMO encourages the application
of these standards for vessels constructed after 2004. To certify that the maneuverability
of a vessel complies with the latest IMO Standards for Ship Maneuverability, four distinct
criteria are required and another two distinct criteria are recommended. These criteria are
listed in Table I-I. These finallMO standards are applicable to vessels, equipped with alI
types of steering and propulsion devices, of 100 m in length and over, and chemical and
gas carriers regardless of length. These standards cover alI types of rudder and propulsion
devices and are not applicable for high-speed craft as defined in the relevant code. lMO
has not yet come up with any quantitative indices that should be attained in terms of
maneuvering performance of high speed craft. A paper published by Coccoli (Coccoli et
aI., 2006) needs special mention here. They carried out sea trials for two high speed crafts
(a catamaran and a monohulI) to determine their steering and maneuvering characteristics.
They concluded that the present IMO standards are not adequate for high speed craft.
They also recommend that more systematic fulI-scale trial data should be accumulated to
develop new standards for high speed craft.
Table I-I: IMO Standards for Ship Maneuverability (IMO, 2002a)
Measure of Criteria and Maneuver IMO Standard
Maneuverability Standard
REQUIRED CRITERIA
Turning Ability Turning Turning <5L
Diameter Circle with
Advance Max. Rudder <4.5L
angle
Course First 10110 Zig- < 10· (LIU<IOs)
Changing and Overshoot zag test «5+0.5LIU)' (lOs<LIU<30s)
Yaw Checking Angle <20· (30s<LIU)
Ability Second <25" (LIU<lOs)
Overshoot «17.5+0.75LIU)' (lOs<LIU<30s)
Angle <40· (30s<LIU)
First 20/20 Zig- <25·
Overshoot zag test
Angle
Initial Turning Distance 10110 Zig- <2.5L
Ability traveled before zag test
10-degrees
course change
Stopping Track Reach Crash Stop <20L (for large, low powered ships)
Ability <15L (forrest)
RECOMMENDED, NOT REQUIRED CRITERIA
Straight-line
Stability
Residual
tumingrate
Pull-out test to
Course Keeping Width of Simplified :SO (L/U<9s)
Ability instability loop spiral :s(H-3) (9s<L/U<45s)
(Applicable
:S12 (45s<L/U)
only for path-
unstable
vessels)
1.2.2. Methods for Prediction of Ship Maneuverability
The final report and recommendations of the maneuvering committee of 25th lITC
(lTTC, 2008) gives an overview of the state-of-the-art of the methods that are in use
today for the prediction of ship maneuverability and divides them into three categories
(Figure I-I):
• No simulation
• System based maneuvering simulation
• CFD based maneuvering simulation
For 'No Simulation' method, there is no need of a mathematical model. Hence the
hydrodynamic derivatives (or maneuvering coefficients) are also not required.
Maneuvering parameters such as ship advance, transfer, overshoot etc. are directly
measured from the full scale trial or free model tests by measuring the ship trajectories, or
by using a database of existing full and/or model scale trials data. The free model test
method uses a model that is self propelled and steered. For the test, it performs definitive
maneuvers such as spiral, zigzag, or turning circle. As no mathematical model or
assumption is made in this test, it is often considered closest to reality except for scale
effects. The disadvantage of this test is that it only yields the final results. Consequently
the test results are usually less insightful about the individual maneuvering factors. The
'System Based Maneuvering Simulation' method, on the other hand, simulates the ship
trajectories by solving the motion equations using appropriate mathematical modelling
along with hydrodynamic derivatives. As per Figure 1-1, there are three ways to use this
method: database method, model testing method and system identification method. To
obtain hydrodynamic derivatives, the database method uses a database of full and/or
model scale test results to establish their empirical formulas or regression equations
(Norrbin, 1971; Inoue et aI., 1981; Kijima et aI., 1993; Kijima and Nakiri, 2003). This
method can also be combined with theoretical models such as Japanese Mathematical
Modelling Group (MMG) model (Kijima et aI., 1993) or cross flow drag model (Hooft,
1994). The database method is relatively simple and quick to use, however, typically it is
only effective when main dimensions of the ship of interest are in the domain of the
database and the accuracy of predictions is often limited by the sensitivity of the
parameters used in the regressions. Next, in the model testing methods, a matrix of
captive tests is carried out with a scaled model of the ship in which the model is forced to
move in prescribed motions over a range of parameters, such as drift angle, sway/yaw
motion amplitude, frequency and rudder angle. These tests may comprise of oblique
towing test, rotating arm test, planar motion mechanism (PMM) test (Stmm-Tejsen and
Chislett, 1966) and often a combination of them. The tests are then analyzed to obtain an
appropriate mathematical model for the ship and corresponding maneuvering coefficients.
Using this mathematical model, closed loop simulations or man-in-the-Ioop simulations
are made either in fast time or in real time. Lastly, the system identification method
obtains hydrodynamic derivatives from full-scale sea trial or free-model test results using
measured ship motion and rudder angle as input parameters. System identification method
uses 2 methodologies: Mathematical models (Oltmann, 2000; Yoon and Rhee, 2003) and
Neural network logic (Hess and Faller, 2000; Hess et aI., 2008).
Figure 1-1: Overview of maneuvering prediction methods (ITTC, 2008)
In 'CFD Based Maneuvering Simulation' methods, the ship trajectory to predict the
maneuvering parameters is simulated in similar manner as system based simulation
method but by using numerical schemes to evaluate the hydrodynamic derivatives of the
mathematical model used or by solving the motion equations directly. The report (ITTC,
2008) also states that every method has its own advantages and disadvantages in terms of
cost and accuracy and that they are continuously changing as the technology advances.
1.2.3. Mathematical Model Structures
In this thesis, a system based maneuvering simulation model is developed which uses
mathematical models to simulate the maneuvering of a ship in the time domain. In this
section, various mathematical model structures available in the literature will be discussed
in detail.
1.2.3.1. General
In most time domain computer simulations, a continuous evaluation is performed of the
dynamic variation of the motions of the structure. So, for ship motion simulation, the
velocity components are calculated at every time step by using a specific integration
procedure on the accelerations which have been derived from Newton's law. Now to
determine the position of the structure at each point of time, time domain integration
should again be performed on these velocities. By continuous repetition of this process,
one determines the course of the motions in time as a function of the environmental
variations. Hence it is obvious that the continuous determination of the acceleration is the
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resulting forces or mass components, it is now accepted that we can divide all the
mathematical models into two main groups:
• Whole ship models
• Modular models
The whole ship model was first introduced by Prof. Martin A. Abkowitz (Abkowitz,
1964). In this model, equations of motion are composed of terms representing the total
hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the hull, propeller and rudder combination,
and the hydrodynamic coefficients required in these equations of motion are determined
from tests of a model or from theoretical predictions for a ship in which the propeller and
rudder are installed and the propeller is operating at the appropriate loading conditions.
Basically the approach is to use hydrodynamic coefficients derived from a Taylor series
expansion of the forces and moments acting on the whole vessel (pNA Volume 3,1989).
The modular modelling approach (also known as component based modelling approach)
was proposed and pioneered by a Japanese Mathematical Modeling Group (JMMG)
during 1976-1982 (Ogawa and Kasai, 1978; Kose, 1982). This model is called the MMG
model. In the modular modeling approach, each component of force and moment is
treated separately. This method is characterised by its decomposition of forces and
moments into the sum of those acting on the hull, propeller, rudder and mutual
interactions between each of them. For example, the forces due to the rudder are
composed of the basic forces from the airfoil in a flow, the forces generated by the rudder
because of its interaction with the hull (expressed as flow blockage and straightening
12
essence of the motion simulation. Newton's law is used for this purpose. To apply
Newton's law on a ship, we will consider it to be a rigid body.
(1.1)
Where:
s= sCt) = momentary acceleration
F = FCt) = resulting momentary excitation force generated by any external phenomenon
that may affect the structure in any way.
M=massmatrix
t=time
The force and mass in the above relation depends on many factors such as:
• Environmental conditions
• Action of the steering devices
• Position of the structure
• Motions of the structure
As time changes, all these factors may vary and hence proper knowledge about the
relation between the influencing factors and the resulting forces or mass components is
required at each time instant for an accurate calculation of the momentary accelerations.
Only then we can create a reliable simulation model of the motion of the structure.
Depending upon how we define the relation between the influencing factors and the
11
effects) and the forces generated by the rudder because of its interaction with the
propeller (through flow acceleration and straightening due to the propeller race). The
forces on the hull would likewise be comprised of the bare hull forces and the interactions
of the rudder and propeller on the hull. Each component has its own physical based model
in this approach. Interactions between hull, propeller and rudder are sometimes measured
in model tests, but are more typically determined from empirical relationships
incorporating parameters that depend on the geometry and position of the rudder and
propeller relative to the hull. There are various advantages of using modular maneuvering
models over using whole ship models. Since each component effecting maneuvering
performance is separate in the modular models, changes can be isolated. For example, if
the size and/or shape of the rudder is changed, the effect of this will be isolated to the
rudder model and the interactions on other components. The hull force model and the
propeller force model will remain unchanged. This concept is very useful in preliminary
design where different concepts are investigated. Also, in some later design phase, if
model test data is available for some baseline design, the design can still be modified with
different propeller or rudders without necessarily invalidating the previous model test
work. Using the modular model concept, a computer program can be written in a highly
structured manner. This allows easier maintenance and its capabilities can be easily
expanded in future. One other benefit of using the modular model concept is that other
mathematical models such as an engine model can be included in the analysis. Lee (Lee
and Shin, 1998) compared the MMG mathematical manoeuvring model with a typical
whole ship model such as the Abkowitz mathematical model (Stmm-Tejsen and Chislett,
1966).
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There are various ways in which forces and moments acting on different parts of ship
(like hull, propeller and rudder) can be modelled in the modular modelling approach. The
hull forces and moments can be calculated at every time step within the simulation
program by using slender body method (to determine the linear maneuvering derivatives)
(Toxo~eus, 2006) and cross-flow drag method (to determine the nonlinear parts of the
forces and moments) (Hooft, 1994; Hooft and Quadvlieg, 1996) or by using user-defined
mathematical models. For setting up mathematical maneuvering models for the bare hull,
2 types ofparameterisations are generally used in classical manoeuvring theory: truncated
Taylor's series expansion (Abkowitz, 1964) and 2nd order modulus expansion
(Fedyaevsky and Sobolev, 1963; Norrbin, 1971). When the user is defining a
mathematical model, it should be noted that the intended use of the mathematical model
determines the structure of the model itself. For example, when maneuvering simulations
are to be conducted inside a harbour, the mathematical model should be able to accurately
describe the forces and moments on the ship during transverse motions, tuming-on-the-
spot and sailing astern (Toxopeus, 2011). Similarly, propeller forces can be estimated at
every time step within the simulation program by using information from Str0m-Tejsen
(Str0m-Tejsen and Porter, 1972) or by using Wageningen B-Series descriptions
(Oosterveld and van Oossanen, 1975) or alternatively, the user can define a propeller
force model. For modelling rudder forces and moments at every time step within the
simulation program, formulas based on publications are generally used (there are 2
different rudder force models given in ITTC Esso Osaka report (ITTC, 2002) and Hirano
proposed a rudder force model for rudders operating behind ship (Hirano, 1981)).
Realistic modeling of the engine is essential for maneuvering simulation, especially for
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harbour maneuvering. In the modular modelling approach, this can be done by using
simple engine models of slow speed diesel engine and steam turbine given in reports
published by the Institute of Ocean Technology, Canada (Gong, 1993).
1.2.3.2. For Vessels with Displacement Hull
The motions of marine craft exposed to wind, waves and ocean currents takes place in six
degrees of freedom. Usually, for ships with displacement hulls moving in calm water (i.e.
for the case of maneuvering), heave and pitch motions can be neglected. 3 DOF
horizontal plane mathematical models (accounting for surge, sway and yaw motions) are
traditionally used for maneuvering simulation of these ships. Recently, SIMMAN 2008
workshop stressed the need for 4DOF manoeuvring models (adding roll equation to the 3
DOF horizontal plane model) for displacement ships with low transverse metacentric
height (ITTC, 2008). Some recent important papers in this field describe the mathematical
model of single-propeller twin-rudder ships (Kang et aI., 2008), 4 DOF model for
maneuvering of coastal vessels in waves (Perez et aI., 2006), maneuverability of a large
container ship with twin propellers and twin rudders (Kim et aI., 2007) and unified
mathematical model for ocean and harbour manoeuvring (Yoshimura et aI., 2009).
1.2.3.3. For Vessels with Planing Hull
In vessels with planing hulls, the influence of vertical motions on planar motions (for
example yaw-roll coupling) imposes the need to develop at least 4 DOF maneuvering
model. Also, accounting for roll coupling is essential for modelling of high speed craft as
the heel angle during tum is proportional to the square of the forward speed. The
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influence of speed on the hydrodynamic derivatives of a high speed craft has clearly been
demonstrated by lshiguro (Ishiguro et aI., 1993). The paper shows that for the vessel
considered (SSTH) the difference between values at Froude number 0.184 and 0.735 can
be as much as 40% for Yr for instance. The influence of speed should therefore be taken
into account in maneuvering models of high speed crafts.
For vessels with planing hulls, a special concern is also the influence of the propulsion
devices on the maneuvering capabilities of the vessel. Many such vessels use waterjets
and outboard motors as their propulsion and control devices whereas most of the
conventional maneuvering simulators only incorporate standard rudders and propellers in
their models.
The development of planing hull maneuvering models is a very new activity and the
number of models adapted to work for planing hull is still very limited. SSPA developed
a seakeeping and maneuvering simulator in the early 90's adapted to work for fast vessels
and particularly for planing craft. This program was called 'SEAMAN' and is best
described in the papers from Hellstrom (Hellstrom et aI., 1991) and Ottosson and
Bystrom (Ottosson and Bystrom, 1991). In the mid 90's, MARIN and Delft University
also developed a maneuvering model (known as 'VESSIM') for maneuvering simulation
of hard-chine craft in planing mode. Based on 6 DOF formulations, this program takes
into account all the interactions between the motions. Plante presents the conclusion of
extensive tests (total 340 dynamic PMM test runs (Plante et aI., 1998) for Model 233 and
total 304 static captive test runs (Toxopeus et aI., 1997) for Model 233 and Model 277 of
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Delft University of Technology) carried out to determine the specific hydrodynamic
phenomena that should be considered in the development of such a model (plante et aI.,
1998). Their conclusions stress the importance of accounting for the coupling between
planar and vertical forces and moments for fast vessels. They conclude that sway and yaw
velocities induce considerable forces and moments in the z direction and therefore, for
fast vessels, the classical mass matrix commonly assumed symmetrical in the
conventional ship maneuvering models is not anymore symmetrical. Some other
programs in this field that should be noted are 'DENmark', a DMI maneuvering program
and MARIN's 'FREDYN' software. It should be noted that development of all these
codes were supported by extensive model testing on specific vessels or on specific type of
vessels which still remains the most common way to develop a maneuvering simulation
model.
One work of note is the book "The Dynamics Of Marine Craft" by Edward M.
Lewandowski (Lewandowski, 2004). A section in this book that derives mathematical
models for the motion of high-speed craft (including transverse and directional stability)
is of special interest. As mentioned in the book, Lewandowski has developed semi-
empirical formulas for evaluation of all the coefficients in the linear sway/rolUyaw
equations, applicable to hard chine planing craft in the planing regime (i.e. the water
breaks cleanly from the chines and transom). The coefficients are expressed as functions
of the average wetted chine beam, the deadrise of the craft, the speed, the running trim
angle, wetted keel and chine lengths and transom draft. Lewandowski states that
coefficients determined from these formulas are perfectly adequate for stability analysis
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of the craft (which assumes small perturbations) however for turning and zig-zag
maneuvers, the nonlinear terms in the motion equations have a significant effect and
cannot be neglected.
Also, work done by Dr. Katayama, Dr. Ikeda and their colleagues at Osaka Prefecture
University needs special mention here. They have published a series of papers on planing
craft hydrodynamics (Katayama et aI., 2005a; Tajima et aI., 1999) in which they
investigated the effect of maneuvering motions on running attitude (rise, trim angle and
heel angle) and the effect of change of running attitude on maneuvering hydrodynamic
forces. The results in these papers demonstrate that some maneuvering motions change
the running attitude of a planing craft and the effects of change of running attitude on the
maneuvering derivatives are significant. That is, these effects should be taken into
account in order to evaluate the maneuverability of high speed crafts. For planing hull
maneuvering analysis, this is why it is generally argued that 6 DOF motion equations
must be solved rather than 3 or 4 DOF motion equations. Recently, Katayama suggested
that the maneuverability (turning ability) of planing hulls can be estimated by solving 3
DOF (surge-sway-yaw) motion equations if the hydrodynamic forces and moments are
obtained from specially designed model tests that take into account the coupling between
planar and vertical motions (Katayama et aI., 2005b). Further, in 2006, Katayama
proposed a maneuvering motion simulation method for planing hull using 3 DOF motion
equations which takes into consideration the change of running attitude caused by
maneuvering motion and the resulting changes in hydrodynamic derivatives (Katayama et
aI., 2006). In 2009, Katayama used the same simulation method to evaluate the
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maneuverability of a high speed trimaran (Katayama et aI., 2009). In the same paper, they
checked the validity of this simulation method for a planing monohull by comparing the
simulation results with the turning circle and zigzag maneuver of a real planing craft. It
was concluded that simulated results were in fair agreement with real craft tests. It should
be noted that there are various important conclusions made by Katayama in these research
papers which can be used to significantly reduce the number of captive model test runs
needed to obtain the hydrodynamic derivatives required for planing craft maneuvering
simulation method proposed by Katayama (Katayama et aI., 2006).
1.2.4. Numericallntegration
Once the governing differential equations are known, a large variety of integration
methods exist to make a time-domain simulation. The simplest integration method is the
Euler algorithm. One popular alternative for solving initial value ordinary differential
equations is the "fourth order Runge-Kutta" (RK-4) algorithm. In this thesis, Runge-
Kutta-Merson algorithm is used. Merson's algorithm, which is a five-stage Runge-Kutta
method, for a general system needs five evaluations at each integration step to get a
solution and an estimate of the truncation error, both of which are fourth order. Compared
to the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm, Merson's needs one more evaluation at each
step for the truncation-error estimate. The estimated error is then used for automatic
selection of the integration step. There are many standard computer programs available in
the literature for conducting numerical integration using the Runge-Kutta-Merson
method. Ian Chivers (Chivers and Sleightholme, 2000) wrote a FORTRAN 95 program
for solving a system of N Ist order initial value ordinary differential equations by using
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Runge-Kutta-Merson method. A modified version of this program is used in this thesis to
solve the equations of motion in the time domain.
1.2.5. Benchmark Data
The VLCC Esso Osaka is a classical and well tested tanker ship used for many research
works in the field of ship maneuverability. The 23rd IITC specialist committee on Esso
Osaka (ITTC, 2002) summarises all these efforts and also provides benchmark data for
the MMG model and the whole ship model (Abkowitz type). As reported in the 24th
ITTC maneuvering committee report, the Mariner ship is another benchmark case and it
was intensively discussed in the maneuvering committee reports of 11 th and 12th ITTC.
As mentioned in the report, various papers reporting captive model test results and full
scale trial data also exist.
The 25th ITTC maneuvering committee report (UTC, 2008) discusses in detail about
SIMMAN 2008. The purpose of this workshop was to benchmark the prediction
capabilities of different ship manoeuvring simulation methods including systems and
CFD based methods through comparisons with results for tanker (KVLCC I and
KVLCC2), container ship' (KCS) and surface combatant (DTMB 5415) hull form test
cases. Various papers available in the literature provide data for these 4 hull forms, which
can be used for validating a maneuvering simulation model but 25th UTC maneuvering
committee report states that more work needs to be done before they can come up with
benchmark data for these hull forms.
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For planing craft, ITTC reports give no benchmark data information. This is probably
because maneuvering simulation of planing craft is still in infancy and it is really difficult
to give one or two benchmarks when there are so many different types of planing craft in
use. Hence at present, the only source of validation data for planing hull maneuvering
simulation codes are few papers available in the literature on this topic. Katayama has
published some useful model test and sea trial data (Katayama et aI., 2005b; Katayama et
aI., 2006; Katayama et aI., 2009) for a planing monohull model. Ueno reports on how the
manoeuvring behaviour of a planning vessel is measured in full scale (Ueno et aI., 2006).
It also gives full scale trials data (Straight running tests, steady turning tests, zig-zag
manoeuvres, heave or rise due to the planing phenomenon, the displaced volume below
the calm water level during the planing motion) of an outboard engine powered planing
boat. Coccoli has carried out sea trials for two high speed crafts (a catamaran and a
monohull) to determine the steering and manoeuvring characteristics of the two vessels
(Coccoli et aI., 2006).
1.3. Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are:
To develop PC based maneuvering simulation programs capable of simulating
standard maneuvers of displacement type ships and planing hulls.
To validate the simulation programs by comparing the simulation results with the
sea trial results.
The present work only deals with vessels moving in unbounded, calm, and deep water.
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1.4. Thesis Outline
This section will describe the organization of this thesis.
Chapter 1 is the introductory part of the thesis. In this chapter, a brief overview of the
maneuvering problem and the developed maneuvering simulation programs are given first
for both displacement type ships and planing hulls. Then a detailed literature survey on
ship maneuvering simulation is given. After that, this chapter defines the main objectives
of the thesis. It also provides the reader an overall thesis outline.
Chapter 2 describes the maneuvering mathematical models that are used to develop
simulation programs in this thesis in detail. Here, two coordinate systems used throughout
this thesis are defined and two coordinate transformation strategies useful for ship
maneuvering studies are discussed. This chapter then provides an extensive derivation of
6 DOF rigid body equations of ship. After that, external forces and moments that act on
the ship are defined mathematically. This is done separately for displacement type ships
and planing hulls. In the end, the captive model test plan developed in this thesis for
obtaining hydrodynamic coefficients of planing hull is described in detail for a Zodiac
Hurricane 733 craft.
Chapter 3 describes the development of two maneuvering simulation programs in detail.
First the final expressions of accelerations are developed for both a displacement type
ship and a planing hull from their respective mathematical maneuvering models. Then the
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use of the numerical integration method on these expressions of accelerations is
described. After this, various algorithms of displacement hull maneuvering simulation
program are explained using simplified flowcharts. Then the same is done for the planing
hull maneuvering simulation program.
Chapter 4 gives the results of standard maneuvers from both the programs and compares
it with sea trial results for validation purposes. In the beginning of the chapter, the ship
used for validating the displacement hull program (Esso Osaka) is described and input
data used for running the program are discussed. Then simulation results of standard
maneuvers from the displacement hull program are compared with the sea trial results and
the program is validated. In the end of this chapter, the same is done for the planing hull
program using Katayama's planing model and the Zodiac Hurricane 733 as the basis
vessels.
Finally in chapter 5, conclusions are presented based on discussion and analysis of the
complete work. Future work to be accomplished is proposed.
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Chapter 2: Maneuvering Model Formulation
2.1. Reference Frames and Definitions
As explained in section 1.2.3.1, we consider a ship as a rigid body and apply Newton's
law to derive its equations of motion in six degrees of freedom. To do this, we need to
define coordinate systems and variables that will be used in this derivation. This section
of the thesis is dedicated to this purpose.
+\.1.1
+8
o
Figure 2-1: Coordinate systems for maneuvering analysis (Katayama et aI., 2009)
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In maneuvering studies, the trajectory of the ship is of interest, and this is described with
respect to earth fixed coordinates. The environment in which the vessel is maneuvering
(like shoreline, harbour, channels etc.) is easily represented in earth fixed coordinates. On
the other hand, the inertial and hydrodynamic properties of the ship can be easily
expressed in terms of body-fixed coordinates. For example, in a body fixed coordinate
system, the moments of inertia of the ship are generally constant (neglecting the change
in mass and moment of inertia due to fuel consumption and passenger and cargo
movement). Hence we will use two coordinate systems for maneuvering analysis of ships
(see Figure 2-1):
• Earth fixed coordinate system: Right-handed Cartesian coordinates ~,'I and ~ will
be taken to be fixed relative to the earth with ~ and 'I lying in the horizontal plane
and ~ vertical, positive downwards. Unit vectors associated with ~,'I and ~
directions will be denoted I, J and K, respectively. The origin of this system will
be denoted by O.
• Ship fixed coordinate system: Right-handed Cartesian coordinates x, y and z will
be taken to be fixed relative to the ship with x being the longitudinal coordinate,
positive forward; y being the transverse coordinate, positive starboard and z being
the vertical coordinate, positive downward. For the moment, it will be assumed
that the origin of this ship fixed coordinate system, denoted by 0, lies at an
arbitrary point fixed in the body. Unit vectors associated with x, y and z directions
will be denoted i, j and k, respectively. We will assume that the rudder turned
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towards starboard is positive and the direction of rotation of the propeller that
causes forward motion of ship is positive.
The position of 0 with respect to 0 is given by:
(2.1)
Hence the velocity of 0 with respect to 0 can be written in earth fixed coordinate system
(2.2)
We can also write this velocity in body fixed coordinate system as:
Uo = ui + vj + wk (2.3)
where u, v and ware "surge", "sway" and "heave" velocity components.
To define the orientation of the xyz system relative to ~llS, a modified set of Euler's
angles (<1>,8,'1') are used (Lewandowski, 2004). If the body axes are initially parallel to the
fixed axes, the actual position of the body axes is obtained by the following three
rotations:
I. A yaw 'I' about the S(or z) axis: x, y, z => x', y', z
2. A pitch 8 about the y' axis: x',y',z => x"y'z'
3. A roll <I> about the x" axis: x"y'z' => x"y"z"
Note that these rotations are NOT about mutually orthogonal axes.
Now the angular velocity of the ship fixed axes with respect to earth fixed axes can be
written in ship fixed reference frame as:
n = pi + qj + rk
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(2.4)
where p, q and r are "roll", "pitch" and "yaw" angular velocity components.
The position of an arbitrary point 'p' on the body with respect to 0 can be written as:
Rp = ~pI + TJpJ + ~pK
Also, the position of 'P' with respect to 0 can be written as:
PP = xpi + ypj + zpk
Forces and moments acting on the ship about 0 can be expressed as:
(2.5)
(2.6)
F = Xi + Yj + Zk
M = Ki+Mj +Nk
2.1.1. Coordinate Transformations
(2.7)
(2.8)
During the numerical integration scheme, once the translational and rotational velocities
are obtained in the body-fixed reference frame, they should be transformed into the
inertial reference frame to get the time rate of change of the instantaneous coordinates of
body axes origin and the Euler angles in this frame. Hence 2 transformation operations
are performed here, which are both decoupled from each other. The first transformation is
to obtain the earth fixed linear velocity components of the origin of the body axes from
the translational velocities expressed in the body fixed frame. The second transformation
is performed in order to transform rotational velocities expressed in the body-fixed frame
into the Euler angle rates.
1. First transformation operation:
The translational velocity transformation matrix is obtained by the multiplication of the
three basic rotation matrices. The final result is given below:
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{The earth fixed velocity components the of origin of the body axes} = [T] x (u, v, W)[T)
where [T] is a 3x3 transformation matrix defined by:
[
COS1f;COS8 cos1f;sin8sin¢ - sin1f;cos¢ cos1f;sin8cos¢ + Sin1f;Sin¢]
[T] = sin1f;cos8 sin1f;sin8sin¢ + cos1f;cos¢ sin1f;sin8cos¢ - cos1f;sin¢
-sin8 cos8sin¢ cos8cos¢
(2.9)
Also, if body axes coordinates of any point P are given (pp), its earth fixed axes
coordinates can be obtained by using the above mentioned transformation matrix:
(2.10)
For this transformation matrix, its inverse is equal to its transpose.
2. Second transformation operation:
A common confusion at this point concerns the relationship between the rates of change
of the Euler angles, cjy, e, Jj; and the components of angular velocity relative to the body
fixed axes, p, q, r. It should be noted that the corresponding components are not equal,
mainly because the Euler rotations are not taken about the orthogonal body axes, but
about axes which are defined during the rotation process. The relationship can be
obtained by relating unit vectors along the Euler rotation axes to the body axes values. It
should be noted that we can express the angular velocity (of body fixed axes with respect
to earth fixed axes) as a vector sum of angular velocities of successive Euler rotations in a
sequence. The final result is (Lewandowski, 2004):
n = {~} = [~ co~ ¢ Si~;i~o~ 8] {:} (2.11)
T 0 - Sill ¢ cos ¢ cos 8 1f;
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Inverting this matrix to obtain the transformation from angular velocities in the body-
fixed frame to Euler angle rates, we get:
Note that because Euler axes are not orthogonal, the inverse of this matrix is not equal to
its transpose.
2.2. Equations of Motion
To derive the equations of motion of the ship in 3 dimensional space, Newtonian
mechanics is used. For this purpose, a 6 DOF mathematical model (consisting of 3
translational and 3 rotational DOFs) is proposed that can account for all possible rigid
body motions of a single ship. First the expressions for velocity and acceleration of any
point on the ship are derived and then motion equations based on Newton's Second Law
are obtained.
2.2.1. Velocity and Acceleration
In this section, we will try to define the velocity and acceleration of any point on the ship
with respect to earth fixed reference frame.
If the location of any point P on the ship changes to P' due to rotation of the ship about an
axis through 0, the new location can be expressed by three mutually orthogonal rotations
d<D,d0,d\ll about the ~,T( and ~ axes, respectively. It can be shown that:
Rp ' = Rp + (( d8 - TJ dl.Jl)1 + (( dl.Jl - (d<D)J + ('I d<D - (d8)K (2.13)
Here 1;,11 and C, are coordinates of point P. Differentiating this with respect to time gives:
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d~p = ((~-T/~)I+((~-(~)J+(T/~-(~)K (2.14)
Or,
dR p
-;[t=,{l xR p (2.15)
Here Q is the angular velocity of body expressed in terms of its earth fixed axes
components:
,{l = (~)I + (~)J + (~)K = <PI + 8J + ~K (2.16)
The position vector of point P, which is fixed with respect to the body, can be written as:
(2.17)
The time rate of change of PP can be written as (using equation 2.15):
(2.18)
=,{lxpp
This expression (equation 2.18) is true for calculating time rate of change of any vector
fixed in the body. It should be noted that the axis of rotation was initially assumed to pa s
through 0 but it can be shown that this result holds for any axis of rotation and for any
orientation of Q (Lewandowski, 2004).
The velocity of any point fixed in a ship can be expressed as the superposition of the
velocity of any other point in the ship, and a velocity due to rotation about an axis passing
through this other point. If we assume this other point as the origin of our ship fixed
coordinate system (0), then by using equation 2.18 we get:
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Up=Uo+llxp p (2.19)
Here Up is relative to earth fixed reference frame. Note that Up can be resolved into
components in either the earth fixed or the ship fixed reference frame. The components in
the two frames are related by the transformation matrix [T] (equation 2.9). It should also
be noted that equation 2.18 applies not only to position vectors but also to any vector
fixed in the body (Lewandowski, 2004). Hence it applies to unit vectors i, j and k:
(2.20)
As the body moves, unit vectors defined in the body fixed coordinate system change
direction, which should be accounted for while differentiating any vector defined in body
fixed coordinates (for example U). These expressions will be useful for this purpose.
The acceleration of point P (fixed in the ship) relative to earth fixed reference frame can
be calculated by differentiating Up (equation 2.19) with respect to time:
dU p dUo dll dp p
---;It = ---;It +dt x PP + II x dt (2.21)
The first term in equation 2.21 is the acceleration of 0 with respect to O. The last term in
the expression can be rewritten as:
(2.22)
By putting equation 2.22 in equation 2.21, we get:
d~p = d~o +~x PP + II x (ll x pp) (2.23)
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All velocities and accelerations in this expression are relative to earth fixed reference
frame.
2.2.2. Kinetics
We now have the expressions for calculating velocity and acceleration of any fixed point
on a ship (equation 2.19 and 2.23). In this section, we will use these expressions to derive
the translational and rotational equations of motion of a ship. Let us first derive the
translational equations of motion. As per Newton's second law, the equation for linear
acceleration of the center of gravity relative to an earth fixed reference frame can be
written as (assuming constant mass):
F = m dUe
dt
(2.24)
Here F is the resultant of all external forces. Using equation 2.23, the acceleration of the
center of gravity (CO) in an earth fixed reference frame can be written as:
d~C = d~o +~ X Pc + n x (n x Pc) (2.25)
As we have explained above, it is more convenient to express the inertial and
hydrodynamic properties of a ship in terms of body-fixed coordinates. Hence we will try
to write all the terms in the force equation in body fixed reference frame. We have
already defined F, Uo and Q in body fixed reference frame in equation 2.7, 2.3 and 2.4
respectively. The position of the center of gravity with respect to 0 can be written as:
Pc = xci + Yci + zc k
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(2.26)
The choice of reference frame will have no effect on ship mass. The acceleration of the
origin (~) can be written in a body fixed reference frame as follows:
d~o= ~(Ui+vj+Wk)
(2.27)
du. di dv. dj dw dk
= di l +;Itu +diJ +;Itv +Cit k +di w
By putting equation 2.20 in equation 2.27, we get:
= (ui + vj + wk) + n x (ui + vj + wk)
Similarly,~ can be written as:
dn d
Cit = ;It (pi + qj + rk) = (pi + qj + rk) + n x (pi + qj + rk)
= (pi + qj + rk) + n x n
As cross product of same vectors will be zero, we get:
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
Now by putting equations 2.25, 2.28, 2.30, 2.4 and 2.26 in force equation 2.24, we get the
translational equations of motion of the ship in ship fixed reference frame:
F = m((ui + vj + wk) + (pi + qj + rk) x (ui + vj + wk)
+ (pi + qj + rk) x (xci + ycj + zck) + (pi + qj (2.31)
+rk) x ((pi + qj + rk) x (xci + ycj + zck)))
By using equation 2.7, equation 2.31 can be written as:
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x = m[u + wq - vr - XC(q2 + r 2) + YC(pq - r) + ZC(pr + q)]
Y = m[v + ur - Wp - YC(r 2+p2) + ZC(qr - p) + XC(qp + r)] (2.32)
Z = m[w + vp - uq - ZC(p2+ q2) + xc(rp - q) + yc(rq + p)]
Now, when we have derived translational equations of motion, we will focus on deriving
rotational equations of motion. The net torque acting at the arbitrary origin of body fixed
reference frame can be written as:
M = M c +pc xF (2.33)
Here Mc is the net applied torque about the center of gravity of ship. The second term
represents the torque due to the resultant force which acts at the center of gravity.
Newton's second law for rotation, in inertial frame, states:
MG=it (2.34)
Here h is the angular momentum of ship about the center of gravity relative to an earth
fixed reference frame. It can also be written in a ship fixed reference frame with arbitrary
origin as:
(2.35)
Now we have to express it in a ship fixed reference frame with arbitrary origin. Using
equations 2.20 and 2.35, we can write it as:
~ = ~(hxi + hyj + hzk) = I(d~x i + *hx)
= I(d~x i + (n x i)hx)
Hence it can be written as:
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(2.36)
Now we need to define hx , fly and hz properly. For doing this, first we will take the
origin of the ship fixed axes at the ship's CG and derive the expressions ofhx , fly and hz
in this coordinate system, and then we will modify these expressions to obtain hx , hy and
hz in ship fixed axes with arbitrary origin. Lets us first define angular momentum of ship
h = [ p x (n x p)dm (2.38)
Here the integral is taken over the volume of the body and p is the position vector of any
point mass (dm) on ship. If we write p and n in terms of body axis components (with
origin at CG) and take the cross products, the components of the angular velocity vector
can be written as:
hx = p [ (y2 + Z2) dm - q [ (xy) dm - T [ (xz) dm
hy = -P [ (xy) dm + q [ (Z2 + x 2) dm - T [(YZ) dm (2.39)
hz = -P [ (xz) dm - q [ (yz) dm + T[(X 2 + y2) dm
Or,
{h} = [l]{fl}
The elements of the inertia tensor r in equation 2.40 are defined as:
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(2.40)
[(y2 +z2)dm
[1] = - [(Xy) dm
- [(XZ)dm
- [(XY)dm
[(Z2 +x2)dm
- [(YZ)dm
- [(XZ)dm
- [(YZ)dm
[(X2+y2)dm (2.41)
Here the bar denotes that the origin is at the centre of gravity. Now we want to resolve h
in terms of a ship fixed coordinate system with arbitrary origin. For this, we will have to
assume that our new body axis is parallel to the body axis we originally considered at the
centre of gravity. This will allow us to use the parallel axis theorem and parallel plane
theorem for moments and products of inertia respectively. For example:
with similar expression for other elements. If all the elements of the inertia tensor J in
equation 2.41 are expressed using definition style shown in equation 2.42, we will get the
components of angular momentum in ship fixed reference frame with arbitrary origin.
Hence by using equations 2.39, 2.40, 2.41 and 2.42, we can write hx , fly and hz W.r.t. ship
fixed axes with arbitrary origin as:
= (ixx - m(y~ + zD)p - (iXY + mxcYc)q - (Ixz
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hy = -lyxp + lyyq -lyzr
= -(IyX + mXGYG)p + (/yy - m(x~ + zD) q - (/yz (2.43)
+mYGzc)r
hz = -lzxp -lzyq + lzzr
= -(Izx + mXGzG)p - (IZy + mYGzG)q + (/zz
-m(x~ +yD)r
By putting equations 2.37 and 2.43 in equation 2.34, we get an expression of MG. Note
that moment of inertia remains constant in body axis coordinates. Therefore its
differentiation with respect to time will be zero. Now we can putMG, PG (equation 2.26)
and F (equation 2.32) in the expression of M (equation 2.33) and carry out the various
cross products to obtain the torque equations in three directions (see equation 2.8):
K = /xxp + /Xy(q - pr) + /xz(i + pq) + /YZ(q2 - r 2)
+ (Izz - /yy)qr +m{ydw + vp - uq]
- zdv + ur - wp])
M = /yyq + /yz(i - qp) + /yx(p + qr) + /zx(r 2 - p2)
+ (Ixx - /zz)rp + m{zdu + wq - vr] (2.44)
- xdw + vp - uq])
N = /ZZT + /zx(p - rq) + /zy(q + rp) + /Xy(p2 - q2)
+ (Iyy - /xx)pq +m{xdv +ur - wp]
- ydu + wq - vr])
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These three torque equations (2.44), together with three force equations (2.32), constitute
the most general form of the 6 OOF equations of motion ofa ship relative to a ship-fixed
coordinate system with arbitrary origin, if the mass and the mass distribution does not
change in time. The final 6 OOF equations of motion of a ship are summarized in
equation 2.46. In the equations, X, Y, Z are the external forces acting on the vessel in
surge, x, sway, y, and heave, z directions, respectively. K, M, N are the external angular
moments (moments of external forces about the origin of the ship fixed coordinate
system) in roll, ¢, pitch, e, and yaw, 1/1, directions, respectively. m is the mass of the
vessel and lxx, Iyy, Izz and Ixy, Ixz, Iyz, Iyx, Izx, Izy are the moments of inertia of the
vessel with respect to each axis and products of inertia of the vessel respectively. Xc, yc,
Zc are the location of the center of gravity of the vessel. u, v, ware surge, sway, and
heave velocities, X, y. t, respectively, and 'Ii, V, ware surge, sway, and heave
accelerations, x.Y,z, respectively. p, q, r are roll, pitch, yaw rates, <jJ,e,JjJ, respectively,
and p, q, f are roll, pitch, yaw accelerations, ;Po e,1jJ, respectively. Fossen described the
equation 2.46 in a compact Matrix-Vector form (Fossen, 1994):
(2.45)
In this equation, MR8 is rigid body mass/inertia matrix and CR8 is rigid body Coriolis and
centripetal matrix. This appears due to the rotation of the body fixed frame about an
inertial frame. Also, v = [u, v,w,p, q,r]T andTR8 = [X,Y,Z.K.M,N]T. For a
description of MR8 and CR8 , refer to Fossen (Fossen, 1994).
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x = m[iL + wq - vr - XG(q2 + r 2) + YG(pq - r) + zG(pr + q)]
Y = m[v + ur - Wp - YG(r 2+p2) + zG(qr - p) + XG(qp + r)]
Z = m[w + vp - uq - ZG(p2+q2) + xG(rp - q) + YG(rq + p)]
K = Ixxp + Ixy(q - pr) + Ixz(r + pq) + lyz (q2 - r 2) + (Izz - Iyy)qr +
m{ydw + vp - uq] - zdv + ur - wp]) (2.46)
M = Iyyq + lyz(T - qp) + Iyx(p + qr) + Izx (r 2 - p2) + (Ixx - Izz)rp +
m{zdiL + wq - vr] - xdw + vp - uq])
N = Izzr + Izx(p - rq) + Izy(q + rp) + IXy (p2 - q2) + (Iyy - Ixx)pq +
m{xdv + ur - wp] - ydiL + wq - vr])
2.2.3. Simplifying Assumptions
For maneuvering applications of the above developed motion equations (2.45/2.46) on
ships with displacement hulls moving in unbounded, calm, and deep water, we will
assume that the heave and pitch motions can be neglected (such that w = q = w= q = 0).
We will also assume that the vessel geometry has the xz-plane symmetry (hence the
ship's center of gravity will lie on this transverse plane of symmetry) and that the origin
of the ship fixed coordinate system lies in this plane. Hence YG = O. We will also assume
that the mass distribution within the ship is symmetrical about the x-z plane, hence the
product of inertia Ixy = Iyx and Iyz = Izy will become zero. Therefore, for maneuvering
analysis of displacement ships, the motion equations (2.45/2.46) reduce to the following:
X = m[iL - vr - xGr2 + zGpr]
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(2.47)
(2.48)
Y = m[v + ur - ZcP + XCT]
K = Ixxp + IxZT - mzdv + ur]
N = IZZT + Izxp + mxdv + ur]
For planing hull maneuvering analysis, a simplified 3 degree of freedom system, as
proposed by Katayama (Katayama et aI., 2009), is used (it can be derived from the
displacement ship motion equations (2.47) by neglecting the roll equation and the terms
related to roll motion):
x = m[iL - vr - xcr2]
Y = m[v + ur + XCT]
N = IZZT +mxdv +ur]
For using these 3 DOF equations (2.48) to conduct planing hull maneuvering simulation,
hydrodynamic forces and moments must be obtained from specially designed model tests
that take into account the coupling between planar and vertical motions. This model test
design is discussed in section 2.4.1 of this thesis.
2.2.4. Non-Dimensionalized Equations of Motion
For ease of working between model test data and actual ship data, it is common practice
in nautical applications to non-dimensionalize the variables and parameters used in the
motion equations. There are 3 systems available in the literature for non-
dimensionlization - prime system 1 and 2 of SNAME (SNAME, 1950) and bis system of
Norrbin (Norrbin, 1971).ln this thesis, non-dimensionlization follows the prime system 2
of SNAME. Symbols for non-dimensional quantities in the prime system are indicated by
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a prime, that is C.),. In this system, motion equations can be non-dimensionalized by
using the relationships shown in Table 2-1. In this table, L is the length of the ship
between fore and aft perpendicular (L pp ), U is the instantaneous ship speed, p is the water
density and d is the mean draft of the ship. To derive non-dimensionalized equations of
motion, the appropriate values from Table 2-1 are substituted in the displacement and
planing hull motion equations. It should be noted that Katayama uses the projected area
of wetted body from the side (Sy) calculated at the static condition (i.e. at U=O) instead of
Lxd to non-dimensionalize planing hull motion equations and the same has been done in
this thesis.
• Final non-dimensionalized equations of motion for ships with displacement hull:
m'[u' - v'r' - xbr'2 + zbp'r'] = X' = .SP;dU2
m'[v' + u'r' - zbp' + xbr'] = y'
l~zr' + l~xp' +m'xb[v' +u'r'] = N'
l~xp' + l~zr' - m'zb[v' +u'r'] = K'
(2.49)
These equations will be used for the analysis of displacement ships in this thesis.
• Final non-dimensionalized equations of motion for ships with planing hull:
m'[u' - v'r' - xbr'2] = X' = SP: U2
. y
m'[v' + u'r' + xbr'] = y'
I~zr' + m'xb[v' + u'r'] = N'
(2.50)
These equations will be used for the analysis of ships with planing hull in this
thesis.
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Table 2-1: Non-dimensional Parameter Relationships
u' = ~X U
v' = ~X V
r' = ~ X r
¢' =¢
il' =-/izXil m' =m/ipL2 d X' = ~PL:U2
V' =-/izXV m' =m/ipL2d Y' = ~PL:U2
i' =fi,Xi I~z = Izz /ipL4 d N' = ~PL:dU2
p' = fi,Xp I~x = Ixx /ipL4 d K' = ~PL:dU2
X~ =¥ I~x = Izx /ipL4 d
Also, the external forces and moments matrix (TRB) in equation 2.46 can be written in
non-dimensional form as:
T~B = [X',Y',Z',K',M',N'f (2.51)
2.3. External Forces and Moments - Displacement Hull
In this section, total applied (or external) forces and moments (TRB) acting on a
conventional ship with displacement hull will be defined. In order to solve the motion
equations, TRB must be described in proper mathematical form. In this thesis, a modular
modelling approach is used. The force and moment contributions of the different
components of the ship and their interactions are modelled separately as shown below:
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(2.52)
The terms with subscripts H, P and R represent the hydrodynamic forces and moments
acting on hull, propeller and rudder respectively. The hydrodynamic forces and moments
due to the mutual interactions between hull, propeller and rudder are supposed to be
included in each term (Gong, 1993). The term with subscript E represents environmental
forces and moments, such as due to wind, wave and current. The present work only deals
with ships moving in unbounded, calm, and deep water. This means that we can neglect
wind, wave and current induced forces and moments. Hence:
(2.53)
In non-dimensional form, this can be written as:
(2.54)
In the following sections, we will develop mathematical models to describe these 3 force
and moment components separately.
2.3.1. Forces and Moments Acting on Hull
Usually, forces and moments acting on a bare ship hull can be divided into 3 parts:
1. Those caused due to acceleration of the ship in water (added mass and added
moment of inertia)
2. Those caused due to hydrodynamic damping
3. Those caused due to weight and buoyancy (restoring forces and moments)
Fossen described forces and moments acting on a bare hull as (Fossen, 1994):
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TH = (-MAv - CA(V)V)addedmass
- (D(v)V)totalhydrOdynamicdamping (2.55)
- (g(T/))restoringtorces
Or,
(2.56)
In non-dimensional form it can be written as:
(2.57)
In the following sections, we will deal with these 3 components separately.
2.3.1.1. Added Mass and Added Moment of Inertia
In this section the added inertia matrix MA and the matrix of hydrodynamic Corio lis and
centripetal terms CA(v) will be mathematically described. These results will be used to
mathematically describe the added mass forces and moments (TAM) acting on a
conventional ship with displacement hull. When a ship accelerates in water, it experiences
an opposing hydrodynamic force proportional to the acceleration. Newman described this
force in detail using the concept of added mass (Newman, 1977). For ship dynamics, it is
desirable to divide this force in terms which belong to matrix MA and CA(v). We will not
go into the derivations of these matrices in this thesis and will directly use the results
from Fossen (Fossen, 1994).
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Xu XiJ Xw Xp Xq Xf
Yu YiJ Yw Yp Yq Yf
MA = -
Zu ZiJ Zw Zp Zq Zf (2.58)
Ku KiJ Kw Kp Kq Kf
Mu MiJ Mw Mp Mq Mf
Nu NiJ Nw Np Nq Nf
The notation of SNAME (SNAME, 1950) is used in this expression. For example, the
hydrodynamic added mass force YAM along the y-axis due to acceleration iI. in the x-
direction is written as YAM = Yuil. where added mass coefficient Yu is defined as Yu =£.
0 -a3 az
0 a3 0 -al
CA(v) = 0 -az al 0 (2.59)0 -a3 a z 0 -b3 bz
a3 0 -al b3 0 -bl
-az al 0 -bz bl 0
Where:
az = XiJU + YiJV + Yww + Ypp + Yqq + YfT
a3 = Xwu + Ywv + Zww + ZpP + Zqq + ZfT
bz = Xqu + Yqv + Zqw + KqP + Mqq + MfT
b3 = Xfu + Yfv + ZfW + Kfp + Mqq + NfT
Hence, by using the above mentioned mathematical formulation of matrices MA
CA(V) (equations 2.58 and 2.59), the added mass forces and moments can be
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TAM = -MAv - CA(V)V = [XAM , YAM' ZAM, KAM, MAM, NAMF (2.61)
For maneuvering applications where only 4 DOF (surge, sway, roll, yaw) are of interest,
the added mass forces and moments can be reduced to:
(2.62)
Where:
(2.63)
KAM = Kpp
NAM = NiJv + NiT
For maneuvering applications where only 3 DOF (surge, sway, yaw) are of interest, KAM
does not have to be taken into account. While deriving equation 2.63, we have assumed
that the added mass matrix is symmetrical and that the ship has port-starboard symmetry.
Some higher order terms, which are usually very small, have also been neglected. In
maneuvering theory, the frequency dependent added mass values are approximated by
constant values (the sensitivity of the maneuverability to changes in the added mass
coefficients is small). Therefore it is assumed that for a displacement hull, the added mass
coefficients can be approximated reliably by using the equations derived from Motora's
chart as given in the lOT report (Gong, 1993).
2.3.1.2. Total Hydrodynamic Damping
In this section, we will describe the various components of total hydrodynamic damping
matrix D(v) for calm water maneuvering application. Further, we will discuss the
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methods that are popularly used in the literature to develop mathematical models for total
damping forces and moments (rHD) that act on conventional ships with displacement
hulls. In general, the total hydrodynamic damping can be divided into:
• Radiation induced frequency dependent linear potential damping due to the energy
carried away by generated surface waves
• Viscous damping caused by skin friction, wave drift damping, vortex shedding
and lift/drag. It can again be divided into:
~ Frequency dependent linear damping due to viscous effects, e.g. skin
friction and pressure loads
~ Nonlinear damping due to viscous effects
Hence:
rHD = -(D(v)V)totalhYdrOdynamiCdamPing (2.64)
Where:
D(v) = Dp(w) + DV(linear)(w) + DV(nonlinear)(v) (2.65)
For maneuvering applications in calm water where damping is calculated at zero
frequency, the frequency dependent linear potential damping can be neglected (Dp(O) =
0). In other cases, the frequency dependent potential damping can be calculated using
hydrodynamic potential theory programs such as WAMIT, VERES, and SEAWAY.
Viscous damping is more complicated to determine. For maneuvering applications in
calm water where damping is calculated at zero frequency, the frequency dependent
linear viscous damping coefficients will have constant values. They are usually computed
from experimental data using curve fitting and system identification techniques.
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Nonlinear damping can be modeled using the ITTC resistance law and cross-flow drag
formulae. Nonlinear coefficients can also be computed from experimental data using
curve fitting. Some semi-empirical formulas are also available in the literature for
calculating linear and nonlinear damping coefficients. For 4DOF (surge, sway, roll, yaw)
maneuvering models, total hydrodynamic damping can be modelled as a general
nonlinear function of velocities (u,v,p,r) and roll angle (¢ in the function accounts for the
inclusion of roll effects ):
For 3DOF (surge, sway, yaw) maneuvering models, total hydrodynamic damping can be
modelled as a general nonlinear function of velocities (u,v,r):
Defining these functions so that they appropriately describe hydrodynamic damping is not
a straightforward task, therefore expanding them in multi-variable series, and determining
the necessary coefficients instead is a frequently used method. Two types of
parameterisations for these functions are generally used in classical maneuvering theory:
• Truncated Taylor series expansions
~ Abkowitz, 1964
• 2nd order modulus
~ Fedyaevsky and Sobolev, 1963
~ Norrbin,1971
Taylor series expansion model is very useful, particularly if the coefficients of the
expansion are to be determined by the analysis of captive model tests, because all
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imaginable hydrodynamic effects in principle can be described this way. This idea dates
back to 1964 when Abkowitz curve fitted the experimental data to Taylor series of 151 and
3'd order (odd functions). This method gives rise to a smooth representation of forces but
has no physical meaning. An example of the use of truncated Taylor series expansion to
define a hydrodynamic damping mathematical model for 4DOF calm water maneuvering
applications can be found in Son and Nomoto, 1982:
XHD = [x(u,v,p,r,¢)
= X(u) + Xvv v 2 + Xrrr 2 + XvrVT + Xcf"p¢2
YHD = [y(u,v,p,r,¢)
= Yvv + Yrr + Yrp¢ + Ypp + Yvvv v 3 + Yrrrr 3
+ Yvrrvr2 + Yrvvrv 2 + Yvcf"pV¢2 + Yrcf"pr¢2
+ YcfJVv¢v2 + Y,prr¢r 2
= Kvv + Krr + Kcf>¢ + Kpp + Kvvv v 3 + Krrr r 3
+ Kvrrvr2 + Krvvrv 2 + KV cf>cf>V¢2 + Krcf>cf>r¢2
+ Kcf>vv¢v 2 + Kcf>rr¢r 2
= Nvv + Nrr + Ncf>¢ + Npp + Nvvvv 3 + Nrrr r 3
+ Nvrrvr2 + Nrvvrv 2 + NV cf>cf>V¢2 + Nrcf>cf>r¢2
+ Ncf>vv¢v2 + Ncf>rr¢r2
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(2.68)
This model is just one example and many kinds of polynomials based on Taylor series
expansions have been proposed. The coefficients in these Taylor series expansions are
known as hydrodynamic or maneuvering coefficients or derivatives. They are formulated
as the partial derivatives of the force under consideration with respect to the multiplicand
motion variables. For instance, if we consider the expression of sway force YHD , the
coefficient of the rv 2 term can be expressed as:
(2.69)
The 2nd order modulus approach is a more physically representative approach and it
argues that many of the nonlinear force and moment terms arise from a transverse drag
force on the body and thus should be proportional to the square of the crossflow velocity
component (Lewandowski, 2004). For example, the side force should be dependent on the
sway velocity as:
(2.70)
and not as:
(2.71)
For ships with port-starboard symmetry, v 2 can be replaced with vlvl to maintain the
proper symmetry. Hence, in the 2nd order modulus approach, the dependence of side force
on sway velocity can be properly represented as:
(2.72)
The idea of using a 2nd order modulus functions to describe the nonlinear hydrodynamic
damping terms date backs to Fedyaevsky and Sobolev, 1963. This method has an
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advantage that at least some of the coefficients can be calculated based on cross flow drag
theory. An example of the use of 2nd order modulus method to define a hydrodynamic
damping mathematical model for 4DOF calm water maneuvering applications can be
found in Perez and Blanke, 2002. In their report, the authors summarized (based on
previous work) a 4DOF maneuvering model for a multi-role naval vessel based on
experiments conducted in the unique 4-DOF roll planar motion mechanism (RPMM)
facility at the Danish Maritime Institute:
XHD = fx(u,v,p,r,¢) = X(u) +Xvrvr
YHD = [y(u,v,p,r,¢)
= Yjulvlul v + Yurur + Yv1v1vlvl + Yv1r1vlrl (2.73)
+ Yrlvlrlvl + Y</Jluvl¢luvl + Y</Jlurl¢lurl + Y</Juu¢u 2
KHD = fK(U, v,p,r,¢)
= Klulvlulv + Kurur + KVlv1vlvi + Kvlrlvlrl
+ Krlvlrlvl + K</Jluvl¢luvl + K</Jlurl¢lurl + K</Juu¢u2
+ K\ulplulp + Kp1plPlpi + Kpp + K</J</J</J¢3
NHD = fN(u,v,p,r,¢)
=N1u1vlulv + N1ulrlulr + Nr1r1rlrl + Nr1v1rlvl
+ N</Jluv\¢luvl + N</Julrl¢ulrl + N</Julul¢ulul
Again, this model is just one example and various different models based on 2nd order
modulus method have been proposed. The coefficients in 2nd order modulus method
models can be defined in the same way as Taylor series expansion based models. For
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instance, if we consider the expression of sway force YHD , the coefficient of the rlvl term
can be expressed as:
(2.74)
It should be noted that the intended use of a mathematical model determines the structure
of the model itself. Therefore, various models of hydrodynamic damping (based on both
Taylor series expansion method and 2nd order modulus method) are available in the
literature. Writing a computer program that includes all the available damping models in
its programming script is an impractical task. The computer program developed in this
thesis includes 3 different hydrodynamic damping models as explained in section 2.3.1.5.
This makes the program very adaptable and it can be used for various maneuvering
scenarios. For using the program with damping models that are not included in the
programming script, some basic modifications in the program will be required.
2.3.1.3. Restoring Forces and Moments
In the case of ship hydrodynamics, the gravitational and buoyant forces are called
restoring forces (equivalent to the spring forces in mass-damper-spring system). The
gravitational force acts through the center of gravity of the vessel while the buoyant force
acts through the center of buoyancy of the vessel. The resultant of these two forces has
components along various body axes. For surface ships, the restoring forces depend on
the vessel's metacentric height, the location of center of gravity and center of buoyancy.
We will not go into the derivation of restoring forces and moments (rGB) in this thesis and
will use the results directly from Fossen, 1994 and Lewandowski, 2004. They state that
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for surface ships, restoring forces only affect the heave, pitch and roll modes. For
maneuvering applications where 4 DOF (surge, sway, roll, yaw) are of interest, the
restoring forces and moments can be reduced to just restoring moment in roll. Fossen and
Lewandowski have both derived the mathematical expression to calculate this restoring
roll moment:
Where:
TGB = [0,0,0, KGB' 0, Of (2.75)
Where:
(2.77)
Here p is the density of the water, GMT is the transverse metacentric height, il is the
displaced volume of water and ¢ is the roll angle. It should be noted that K<fJ¢ here i
hydrostatic roll moment caused by gravity and buoyancy. It should not be confused with
the K<fJ¢ term that will appear in the model of roll hydrodynamic damping (for e.g.
when fK(U, v, p, T, ¢) is expanded using Taylor series). The dependence of roll
hydrodynamic damping on roll angle is generally very small and the K<fJ¢ term in the
model can almost always be neglected (Yoon et aI., 2007). Hence we can use K<fJ¢ to
represent hydrostatic roll moment. For maneuvering applications where only 3 DOF
(surge, sway, yaw) are of interest, restoring forces do not have to be taken into account.
2.3.1.4. Non-Dimensionalized Hydrodynamic Derivatives
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The normal practice is to express the hydrodynamic coefficients in non-dimensional form,
for example:
Y,I=~
T 1
ZpL2dU
(2.78)
When a non-dimensional hydrodynamic coefficient is used to calculate the non-
dimensional force or moment, it implies that the associated variable (r in the case of V;) to
be multiplied is also in its non-dimensionalized form. Hence the dimensional force is
obtained from summing the products of the non-dimensional coefficients and associated
non-dimensional variables, and then multiplying by the factor ~ pLdU 2 . For moments, the
multiplication factor is ~ pL2 dU 2 . For example:
YHD = [y(u,v,p,r,rj»
(2.79)
2.3.1.5. Total Hull Force Model Used in Computer Program
In this section, we will describe the total hull force and moment mathematical models that
are included in the script of the displacement hull maneuvering simulation program
developed in this thesis. Using equations 2.56, 2.62, 2.63, 2.66, 2.75 and 2.76, total hull
forces and moments (TH) can be written as:
(2.80)
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Where:
XH = XAM + XHD + XCB = [(XilU - Yvvr) + fx(u, v,p,r,</»]
YH = YAM + YHD + YCB = [(Yvv + Ytf + Xilur) + fy(u, V,p, r,</»]
NH = NAM + NHD + NCB = [(Nvv + NtT) + fN(U, v, p, r, </»] (2.81)
KH = KAM + KHD + KCB = [Kpp + fK(U, v,p, r,</» + Kcf></>]
Equations 2.80 and 2.81 traditionally represent a complete hull force model and are valid
for most 4DOF maneuvering applications. Recently though, some researchers (Yoon et
aI., 2007) have proposed that it can be very time consuming if all the parameters in this
model structure of the hydrodynamic roll moment are obtained by captive model tests, on
account of the addition of IDOF motion. Yoon proposed a simpler model to represent roll
moment acting on a ship hull (Yoon et aI., 2007):
KH=KAM+KHD+KCB = [Kpp+ fK(U,V,p,r,</» + Kcf></>]
= [Kpp + Kpp + Kcf></> - YH x ZYH]
(2.82)
Here ZYH is the distance between the acting point of the sway hydrodynamic force (YH )
and the origin of the body-fixed frame. Practically, it can be assumed that YH will act at
mid-draft of the ship. This roll moment model requires the knowledge of very few roll
hydrodynamic coefficients and has been previously used by some researchers (Gong,
1993, Kim et aI., 2007). It will be used in this thesis as well. Therefore the complete hull
force model can now be written as:
XH = XAM + XHD + XCB = [(Xilu - Yvvr) + fx(u, v,p, r,</»]
YH = YAM + YHD + YCB = [(Yvv + Ytf + Xilur) + [y(u, v, p, r, </»]
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This hull force model can be written in non-dimensional form as (see section 2.3.1.4 and
Table 2-1):
X' =X' +X' +X' = [(X' .'-Y.' , ')+ fxCU,V,P,T,¢)]
H AM HD GB u U "v T .SpLdU2
Y~ = Y~M + Y~D + Y~B = [CY~V' +Ylf' +X~U'T')+ fY~~;~~,;~¢)]
N' = N' + N' + N' = [CN'·' + N~ .') + fNCU,V,P,T,¢)]
H AM HD GB v V r T .SpUdU2
_ (Cy.'.'+Y.'.'+X' , ')+ fYCU'V'P,T'¢)) ,]
"v iT iLUT .SpLdU2 XZYH
(2.84)
Where fx,fy and fN represent the total hydrodynamic damping. As discussed in section
2.3.1.2, there are various different formulations available in the literature to define total
hydrodynamic damping. In the script of the displacement hull program developed in this
thesis, following 3 mathematical models have been included:
I. Hydrodynamic damping model 1
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+ Y~VVV'3 + Y;rrr'3 + Y/p¢ + y~",,,,V'¢2 + Y;",,,,r'¢2 (2.85)
+ Y/pvv¢V,2 + Y/prr¢r,2}
2. Hydrodynamic damping model 2
ix = X(u) +~ pLdU2
+ Y;I",r'I¢1 + Y/pvv¢V'2 + Y/prr¢r,2}
iN = ~PL2dU2{N~V' + N;r' + N;p' + lI~lrlv'lr' + lI~lvlr'lv'
3. Hydrodynamic damping model 3
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fy = ~PLdU2{YpP + Y;r' + YpPrP2r' + Y;rpr'2p + YppPIPI
+ Y;rr'lr'lJ
fN = ~PL2dU2{NpP + N;r' + NpPrP2r' + N;rpr'2p + NppPIPI
+N;rr'lr'l}
(2.87)
Here X(u) represents the resistance of the ship (can be obtained from conventional
resistance test ofa ship with rudder) and P is drift angle (as shown in Figure 2.1) given by
(P = -sin-l~). Hydrodynamic damping model 1 can be used for most ocean going
vessels as in these cases cross flow velocity is mostly negligible. Hydrodynamic damping
model 2 is useful when cross flow velocity is significant. Hydrodynamic damping model
3 can be used when all hydrodynamic coefficients must be calculated from empirical
formulas (as proposed by Kijima).
2.3.2. Forces and Moments Induced by Propeller
In this section, we will model the forces and moments induced by a propeller (Tp).
(2.88)
In this thesis, we will only deal with 151 quadrant of the propeller operating region i.e.
both the ship speed and the shaft speed correspond to ahead motions. For the moment, let
us assume that the ship under consideration has a single screw propeller. Let us also
assume that the inclination of the propeller shaft relative to the keel is zero and that the
thrust line passes through the pitch axis. Some forces and moments that are generated
when the propeller is in oblique flow (when hull is at an angle of attack) or is rotating in
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an asymmetrical wake are relatively small and are difficult to describe by simple
empirical equations. Therefore they are also neglected. In this configuration, we can
assume that:
Yp = Zp = Mp = Np = 0 (2.89)
Propeller torque will induce a rolling moment which is negligibly small in most cases of
practical interest and we will neglect it in the motion equations. Therefore:
Kp = 0 (2.90)
Later though, we will use it for the calculation of propeller rpm (see section 2.3.4.). Now,
with all these approximations, we can write the mathematical model for propeller thrust
as (ITTC, 2002):
Up
Jp = nDp
up=u(l-wp)
(2.91)
Here t is the thrust deduction factor (it accounts for interaction between the hull and
propeller, here it is assumed that it does not to vary with ship motions), Dp is the
propeller diameter, p is the density of water, wp is the effective wake fraction coefficient
at the propeller location and n is the propeller's speed of rotation in revolutions per
second (see section 2.3.4.). Here KT is the thrust coefficient of the propeller and it is
described as a function of advance ratio of the propeller Jp as:
(2.92)
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Here t, Dp , P and coefficients al, a2 and a3 (they can be obtained from propeller open
water tests) are to be specified by the user. In the computer program developed in this
thesis, values of KT can also be entered directly by the user at various advance ratio
values. The best way of determining the detailed characteristic of the wake field is from
model test or CFD simulation. If there is no test data available, we can use regression
equations from past model test and full scale trials. This has to be done very carefully and
user must make sure iliat the hull type is close to the hull that the empirical formula was
based on. For wake fraction, various estimation formulas have been proposed in the
literature. The following two mathematical models were used in this study (The wake
model I is for fishing vessel with two outrigger type hull and model 2 is for tanker type
hull such as Esso Osaka):
I. Wake model I (Shigehiro et aI., 2003)
Wp = Wpo x exp (-4 x P~) (2.93)
2. Wake model 2 (ITTC, 2002)
1- wp = (1- wPo) + T r+uXPTI + Cp( +UXPT )2 (2.94)
In both the models above, Wpo is effective wake fraction coefficient of propeller in
straight motion and Xp is the location of the propeller (x coordinate w.r.t. local axis
origin). In 2nd model, user must specify the coefficients T and Cpo The user also has an
option of keeping the wake fraction value constant (=wpo) in the developed computer
program (i.e. user can assume that wake fraction value does not vary with ship motions).
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In this case, the user will just need to input Wpo. For further information about modelling
of wake fraction, see Kang et aI., 2008. Most of the models available in the literature have
a single screw propeller. If the ship under consideration has more than one propeller,
thrust can be modelled as:
(2.95)
where N is the number of propellers. This is a very simple model. A more accurate
propulsion model for ships with more than one propeller can be added in the computer
program in the future (Pakkan, 2007). In non-dimensional form, the propeller force model
can be written as (using Table 2-1):
r~ = [X~, 0, 0,0, 0, Or
Where:
2.3.3. Forces and Moments Induced by Rudder
(2.96)
(2.97)
For a moment, let's assume that the ship under consideration has a single rudder and
single propeller. The hydrodynamic forces and moments induced by the rudder (rR) are
described below (Gong, 1993), in terms of rudder normal force FN, rudder angle 0
(positive when turned starboard), and rudder to hull interaction coefficients tR, aH, XH:
(2.98)
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ZR = 0
KR = (1 + aH)zRFN cos 8
MR =0
NR = -(XR + aHxH)FN cos 8
Where:
t R = rudder drag correction factor
aH = represents additional lateral force acting on the hull due to rudder deflection
XH = acting position of the additional lateral force due to rudder deflection
ZR = z coordinate of acting position ofYR W.r.t. local axis origin.
XR = x coordinate of rudder W.r.t. local axis origin.
The rudder normal force FN can be written as:
Where:
A = geometric aspect ratio of rudder
AR = projected rudder area
UR = effective rudder inflow velocity
aR = effective rudder inflow angle
(2.99)
We need effective rudder inflow velocity and inflow angle to calculate rudder normal
force. There are various mathematical models available in the literature to calculate UR
and aR' The following three are included in the script of the developed computer
program:
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I. Rudder Model I (ITIC, 2002)
UR ~
- = E + K( 1 + 8KrlTrJ~ - 1)
up
Where:
E, K, lR = constants to be determined from the experiments
(2.100)
YR = flow straightening coefficient/factor, which represents the effect of flow
deflection due to the hull in front of the rudder
00 = the neutral rudder angle for straight motion (assumed = 0 in the computer
program)
2. Rudder Model 2 (ITIC, 2002; Kang et a!., 2008; Kim et a!., 2007)
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(2.101)
Here hR is rudder span (height). The other definitions are the same as in rudder
model 1.
3. Rudder Model 3 (Hirano, 1981; Gong, 1993; Noor, 2009; Kim et aI., 2007)
9(S) = 1]K[2 - (2 - K)S] s/(l - S)2
S = 1- 60u(1- wp)/nPp
K = 0.6(1- wp)/(l - WR)
Cp = [1 + 0.61](2 - 1.4s)s/(1- S)2tO.5
Cs = 0.451.BRI if
Cs = 0.5 if
K2 = 1.065 (if port rudder)
K2 = 0.935 (if starboard rudder)
Where:
.BR = Effective drift angle at rudder position (radian)
WR = Effective rudder wake fraction
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(2.102)
WRo = Effective wake fraction coefficient at rudder location in straight forward
motion
Pp = Propeller pitch
Cp =Flow rectifying effect due to propeller
Cs = Flow rectifying effect due to hull
The other definitions are the same as in rudder model 1 and model 2. Note that
lOT report (Gong, 1993) states that WR o is one of the most important parameters
which significantly affects the simulation results. Hence precise estimation ofwRo
is important while using this model.
Detailed derivation of these models is out of the scope of the present thesis and readers
can refer to Toxopeus (Toxopeus, 2011) for the same. To account for ships with more
than one rudder, a simple model is incorporated in the computer program where first the
rudder normal force because of single rudder is calculated by using any of the above
mentioned 3 rudder models and then it is multiplied by the number of rudders (M):
(2.103)
In the future, more sophisticated models to account for multiple rudders can be
incorporated in the computer program (see Kang et a!., 2008 for single-propeller twin-
rudder case and Kim et a!., 2007 for twin-propellers twin-rudders case). Note that it is
assumed in the program that the rudder will instantaneously come to the commanded
rudder angle (rudder saturation and dynamics are not modelled in this study).
In non-dimensional form, the rudder force model can be written as (using Table 2-1):
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Where:
x~ = .5P~;U2
y, __YR_
R - .5pLdU2
K~ = .5P~RdU2
2.3.4. Shaft Speed Saturation and Dynamics
(2.104)
(2.105)
The model of propeller thrust above shows that we need to know the propeller speed
(rpm) in order to accurately simulate the thrust of a ship. Two different models have been
included in the computer program to achieve this task.
1. Shaft Speed Dynamics Modell
In this basic approach, it will be assumed that the propeller rpm will become equal
to command propeller rpm instantaneously after the command is given and will
remain constant after that.
2. Shaft Speed Dynamics Model 2
This 2nd model can account for the effects of propeller rpm on maneuvering by
solving propeller shaft torque equation along with maneuvering motion equations
(Gong, 1993):
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(2.106)
Here Ipp is the mass moment of inertia of the propeller-shaft system about its axis,
Qp is the hydrodynamic torque acting on the propeller, QE is the engine torque
delivered to the propeller (= gear ratio x main engine torque) and n is propeller
revolutions in rps. The factor of 2n is required because the propeller speed n is
expressed here in Hz. Hydrodynamic torque acting on propeller can be modelled
as (Gong, 1993):
Qp = -2nJpp il. - pn2D~KQUp)
Ipp +Jpp == 20 x D~
(2.107)
(2.108)
Here Jpp is the added mass moment of inertia of the propeller (in kg_m2), p is the
density of water, Dp is the propeller diameter and KQ is the torque coefficient of
the propeller and it is described as a function of advance ratio of the propellerJp.
In this program, if the user wants to use this model, KQ will have to be entered
directly at various advance ratio values. We will assume that the ship under
consideration has a slow speed diesel engine. Then if the engine is not controlled
during the maneuvering motions of the ship, i.e., if engine state is fixed, engine
torque (QE) is maintained constant during the maneuvering motion of the ship, i.e.
(lOT, 1989):
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Where (QE)Max is maximum engine torque available (= propeller torque at
maximum continuous rating (MeR) rpm of engine) and Qp@uEw.r.t.nc is propeller
torque corresponding to the equilibrium straight ahead speed at command
propeller rpm. In the present work, we have not modelled the case in which engine
is controlled during the maneuvering motions of the ship but this model can be
included in future.
Note that the developed computer program gives the user an option to choose either
model 1 or 2 for modelling shaft speed dynamics. For maneuvering simulation of ocean
going ships, it is a common practice in literature to assume shaft speed constant. Hence
user can easily chose the first model for most maneuvering simulation cases. The second
model is mostly useful when user wants to investigate the effect of change of propeller
rpm on maneuvering trajectory.
2.4. External Forces and Moments - Planing Hull
The planing hull maneuvering simulation computer program developed in this thesis is
based on the 3 DOF maneuvering simulation method proposed by Katayama (Katayama
et aI., 2005b; Katayama et aI., 2006; Katayama et aI., 2009). Here, the total external
forces and moments acting on a planing ship (TRS) are modelled as follows. In the present
work, we only deal with a planing hull moving in unbounded, calm, and deep water.
Hence forces and moments caused due to wind, waves and current, and any influence of
shallow water and bank suction (TE) will be neglected. Also, the dynamics of the
propulsion and control system (Tp, TR) are not included in the external forces and
moments model. Rather, it is assumed that the propellers (either outboards, water-jets or
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(2.110)
screw propellers) produce a constant thrust that compensates for the calm water resistance
(magnitude of thrust force is fixed to the value of steady running condition) and the
direction of this thrust is changed (according to rudder angle) to steer the ship. For
modeling external forces and moments acting on hull (rH), a simple linear mathematical
model as shown below is used:
rRB = [X, Y, 0,0,0, N]T
X = Xuu + X(u) + Thrust x cos 0
Y = [Y"v + Yvv + YiT + Yrr] - Thrust x sin 0
N = [N"v + Nvv + NiT + Nrr] - xp x Thrust x sino
In non-dimensional form, rRB can be written as (using Sy instead ofLxd in Table 2-1 and
section 2.3.1.4):
r~B = [X', Y', 0,0,0, NT
x' = X~u' + X'(u) + Thrust' x coso (2.111)
Y' = Y~v' + Y~v' + Y;T' + Y;r' - Thrust' x sino
N' = N~v' + N~v' + N;T' + N;r' - x~ x Thrust' x sino
To obtain most of the maneuvering hydrodynamic forces in these equations
(X'(u), Y~v', N~v', Y;r' and N;r'), a database of hydrodynamic forces is first created by
conducting specially designed model tests that take into account the coupling between
planar and vertical motions (see section 2.4.1) and then linear interpolation of the
measured data in the database is done at every time step. By doing this, we take into
account the effect of maneuvering motions on running attitude (rise, trim angle and heel
angle) and the effect of change of running attitude on maneuvering hydrodynamic force.
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The added inertia terms (X~, y~. N~. y;, N;) are considered constant in this thesis and can
be obtained from the published literature.
2.4.1. Captive Model Test Design for Planing Craft
For estimating hydrodynamic coefficients, captive model tests are very popular. The
theory of these tests for displacement ships is established but for a planing craft, some
maneuvering motions change the vessel's running attitude (draft, trim angle and heel
angle) and the effect of change of running attitude on the maneuvering derivatives are
significant (Katayama et aI., 2005b; Katayama et aI., 2006; Katayama et aI., 2009). This
means that for planing craft, hydrodynamic coefficients cannot be considered constant
throughout the maneuvering motion because some maneuvering motions will change the
running attitude of the craft (hence the shape of hull under water will change with some
motions) and because of this, the hydrodynamic forces and moments that act on planing
hull will change. While conducting captive model tests (CMT) with planing craft, this
effect should be taken into account in order to evaluate the maneuverability adequately.
Conventional fully captured CMT experiments ignore this effect and hence should not be
used to obtain the maneuvering derivatives for planing craft. Therefore a modified CMT
method taking into account some of the effects of change of running attitude is required
to determine the maneuverability of planing craft adequately. Describing this modified
CMT design is the main purpose of this section. Katayama concludes that the running
attitude of a planing craft is mainly affected by oblique motion (that is drift angle and
forward speed) (Katayama et aI., 2009). Hence partly captured oblique towing tests with
free heaving, pitching and rolling should be first conducted and surge and sway forces
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and yaw moment on planing craft as well as its running attitude as a function of Froude
number and drift angle should be measured. Then these running attitude values should be
used to conduct fully captured PMM tests with systematically changed running attitude
(Katayama et aI., 2006) and surge and sway forces and yaw moment on planing craft
should be measured again. Finally, by using linear interpolation on these measured forces
and moments data, we can obtain all the maneuvering hydrodynamic forces that are
required in the Katayama's planing hull maneuvering simulation model at every time
step. To describe the above mentioned captive model tests, an experimental plan was
developed in this thesis for lOT 706 (see Figure 2.2), a custom built 1:7 scale model of a
twin outboard Zodiac Hurricane 733 (Power and Simoes, 2007). A similar design can be
developed to conduct CMT with any planing craft.
Figure 2-2: lOT 706 (Power and Simoes, 2007)
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Here, following points should be noted:
• Katayama showed that for high speed planing craft the running attitude is
significantly affected by the attached conditions of the lower hull of an outboard
engine (Katayama and Habara, 2010). In the experimental design developed in
this thesis, this effect is not accounted for and we have assumed that the attached
condition of the outboard engine remains unchanged during all the tests.
• The forces and moments measured through these tests should not include the
inertia forces of the experimental device and model. The inertia forces of the
experimental device and model should be calculated by conducting PMM tests in
air and these values should then be subtracted from measured values.
• The sway force, drag force and yaw moment are measured by a 3 component load
cell.
• The towing point of the model in partly captured oblique towing tests naturally
affects the running attitude of the craft. Hence the tests must be customised for
one particular towing location. In the proposed test design, the towing point is at
the craft's center of gravity.
• The presence of outboard motors can cause planing crafts to have some initial trim
angle that can significantly affect the maneuverability. Hence, while conducting
model tests with a planing craft that has outboard motors, this initial trim should
be accounted for. In the present case, as the outboard motor models are attached
with the planing hull model, the effect of initial trim is automatically accounted
for.
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• The sign convention in the proposed experimental design is same as that proposed
by Katayama (Katayama et aI., 2006).
Now we will describe the experimental design:
I. Partly Captured Oblique Towing Tests (heaving, pitching and rolling free):
Shown in Table 2-2 is an experimental design that will result in 18 oblique towing
testrons.
• Input: Towing velocity/Froude number (Fn) and Drift angle (B)
• Direct Output for a set of Fn and B: X (surge force), Y (sway force), N (yaw
moment), e(trim angle), ¢ (roll angle), Z (rise)
• Processed Output: X'(u), Y~v', N~v' and running attitude as function of
Froude number (Fn) and Drift angle (B)
Table 2-2: An experimental design for partly captured oblique towingtests
Model
Froude Number, Fn
Corresponding Model Forward velocity
(m/s), Uc
Corresponding Full Scale FRC velocity
(knots)
Drift angle, B(degree)
lOT 706
.314, .628, .942, 1.256, 1.570, 1.884
1,2,3,4,5,6
5.23,10.46,15.69,20.92,26.15,31.38
0.0, 10.0,20.0
Distance from transom (m)
Height from keel (m)
Towing Position (m)
0.454
0.1
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In general, the Froude number and drift angle range in these experiments should
be chosen so as to fully cover the operational range of real craft. Here, they are
estimated from sea trials data of a Zodiac Hurricane 733 boat (personal
communication with VMT, 2011). Table 2-3 describes each of the 18 runs.
Table 2-3: Partly captured oblique towing test runs
MODEL lOT 706
lNPUT OUTPUT
Run # Fn P X' y' N' e ¢ Z
(degree) (degree) (degree) (mm)
1 .314 0
2 .314 10
3 .314 20
4 .628 0
5 .628 10
6 .628 20
7 .942 0
8 .942 10
9 .942 20
10 1.256 0
11 1.256 10
12 1.256 20
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13 1.570 0
14 1.570 IO
15 1.570 20
16 1.884 0
17 1.884 10
18 1.884 20
The forces and moments obtained from these tests should be first transferred to
the local axes origin used in the maneuvering simulation program (midship in our
case). Katayama states that the hydrodynamic forces caused by swaying are
mainly expressed by the first order term being in proportion to swaying velocity
(Katayama et a\., 2005b). Hence, at any time step, we can
approximate X'(u), Y~v' and N~v' with the corresponding values of X', Y' and N'
respectively (and at any time step, X', Y' and N' are obtained by linear
interpolation of measured forces and moment data). Similarly, running attitude at
any time step can also be obtained by linear interpolation of measured trim angle,
roll angle and rise data (these values are required to obtain Y;r' and N;r' at every
time step, as it is described next).
2. Fully Captured Pure Yaw PMM Tests (with systematically changed running
attitude):
Shown in Table 2-4 is an experimental design that will result in 24 fully captured
pure yaw PMM test runs.
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• Input: Froude number (Fn), Non-dimensional yaw rate (r'), Trim (8), Rise (Z)
• Direct Output for a set ofFn, r', 8 and Z: X (surge force), Y (sway force), N
(yaw moment)
• Processed output: Y;r' and N;r' as a function ofFn, trim angle and rise.
Table 2-4: An experimental design for fully captured pure yaw PMM tests
Model IOT706
Froude Number, Fn .314, .628, .942, 1.256, 1.570, 1.884
Corresponding Model Forward velocity (m/s), 1,2,3,4,5,6
Uc
Corresponding Full Scale FRC velocity
(knots)
Non-dimensional Yaw Rate, r'
Trim angle (degree)
Rise (mm)
5.23,10.46,15.69,20.92,26.15,31.38
0.2
80,80+1
Zo,Zo+10
Here it is important to note some of the results produced by Katayama because in
the proposed experimental design, we have used those results to make certain
approximations so that the number of required model test runs can be reduced.
• Katayama concluded that the hydrodynamic coefficients determined from pure
yaw PMM tests are not affected by heel angle (Katayama et aI., 2005b;
Katayama et aI., 2009), so we will not include heel angle in our experiment.
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• He also concluded that yawing angular velocity may hardly affect these
hydrodynamic coefficients (Katayama et aI., 2005b). Hence, we will do all the
tests for just one non-dimensional yaw rate value which is obtained using ZH
733 sea trials data (Personal communication with VMT, 2011).
• Katayama conducted partly free PMM tests with pure yawing and concluded
that at any particular Froude number, time averaged values of heaving and
pitching in these tests differ only slightly with the running attitude found in an
oblique towing test at this Froude number with beta = 0 (straight forward
condition) (Katayama et aI., 2005b). Hence in a fully captured pure yaw PMM
test with systematically changed running attitude, at a particular Froude
number, we will assume that 60 and Zo will be the values for running attitude
obtained from the oblique towing test at that Froude number at beta = O. If we
don't make this assumption, we will have to conduct partly free PMM tests to
calculate 60 andZo.
Now to obtain the effect of change of running attitude on hydrodynamic
derivatives, at a particular Froude number, we will conduct 4 tests corresponding
to (60, Zo), (60, Zo+10), (60 + 1, Zo), (60 + 1, Zo +10). The increments of 1 and lOin
60 and Zo respectively were decided after referring to real planing craft data and
published literature (Personal communication with YMT, 2011; Katayama et aI.,
2006; Ueno et aI., 2006). Table 2-5 describes each of the 24 runs.
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Table 2-5: Fully captured pure yaw PMM test runs
MODEL lOT 706
INPUT OUTPUT
Run # Fn X y N
.314 .2 80 Zo
.314 .2 80 Zo+10
.314 .2 80+1 Zo
.314 .2 80+1 Zo+10
.628 .2 80 Zo
.628 .2 80 Zo+10
.628 .2 80+1 Zo
.628 .2 80+1 Zo+10
.942 .2 80 Zo
10 .942 .2 80 Zo+10
11 .942 .2 80+1 Zo
12 .942 .2 80+1 Zo+10
13 1.256 .2 80 Zo
14 1.256 .2 80 Zo+10
15 1.256 .2 80+1 Zo
16 1.256 .2 80+1 Zo+10
17 1.570 .2 80 Zo
18 1.570 .2 80 Zo+10
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19 1.570 .2 eo+l Zo
20 1.570 .2 eo+1 Zo+10
21 1.884 .2 eo Zo
22 1.884 .2 eo Zo+IO
23 1.884 .2 eo+1 Zo
24 1.884 .2 eo+l Zo+1O
After the PMM tests are conducted and the database is ready, hydrodynamic
forces and moments are analysed by Fourier series expansion and the amplitude of
the forces in proportion to yaw angular velocity (Y;r' and N;r') are obtained.
Note that the inertia of the experimental device and the model must be subtracted
from the measured force and moment values. From this experimental design of
pure yaw PMM test, we will know the values of hydrodynamic forces (Y;r' and
N;r') at 4 different running attitude values for every Froude number. So if we
know the Froude number and running attitude (trim angle and rise) at any time
step during the execution of the simulation program (note that running attitude can
be calculated at every time step by linear interpolation of the oblique towing test
rise and trim angle database), we can calculate the value of Y;r' and N;r' at the e
values by linear interpolation of results of these PMM tests.
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Chapter 3: Maneuvering Model Implementation and Code Description
3.1. Overview
For conducting fast time maneuvering simulation of displacement type ships and planing
hulls, two computer programs have been developed using FORTRAN 90. In this chapter,
the final model of ship acceleration at every time step and the method used to conduct
numerical integration will be discussed first. Then we will focus on the content of the
algorithms of both the programs and how the individual program components interact
with each other.
3.2. Numerical Integration Method
3.2.1. Displacement Hull
The 4 DOF equations of motion for a displacement type ship are derived in Chapter 2 (see
equations 2.49, 2.84, 2.91 and 2.98). They can be combined to give the final equations as
follows:
Surge equation of motion:
m'[u' - v'r' - xbr'2 + zbp'r']
=[(X'·'-v.." ,)+fx(u,v,p,r,¢)]+x'+x'
uU vvr .SpLdU2 P R
Sway equation of motion:
m'[v' + u'r' - zbp' + xbr']
= [(V,., + v'·, +X' , ') + !Y(u,v,p,r,¢)] + Y:'
IiJV Ifr uU r .SpLdU2 R
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(3.1)
(3.2)
Yaw equation of motion:
l~zi' + lhp' +m'xG[v' +u'r']
= [(N'·' + N'·') + fN(U,V,p,r,¢)] + N'
v
V rr .SpUdU2 R
Roll equation of motion:
l~xp' + l~zi' - m'zG[v' +u'r']
= [K~P' + K~p' + K/p¢
_ ((Y/.'+Y:'.'+X' , ')+ fy(u,v,p,r,¢)) , ]
v
V rr iLur .SpLdU2 ZYH
+K~
(3.3)
(3.4)
By rearranging these 4 equations, we can bring all the acceleration terms on left hand side
and all the others on the right hand side. Rearranging the surge equation:
[m' - X~] x L x 'Ii
= (m'(v'r' + xGr'2 - zGP'r') - Y;v'r') x U2
Rearranging the sway equation:
[m' - yn x L x v + [-m'zG] x L2 x P+ [m'xG - yn x L2 xi
(3.5)
= -em' -X')u'r' x U2 + ([Y(u,v,p,r,¢))
u .SpLD (3.6)
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Rearranging the yaw equation:
( )
(3.7)
= (-m'x'u'r') x UZ + fN(u,v,p,r,¢) +(~)
G .~VD .~VD
Rearranging the roll equation:
_ ({Y(U,V,p,r,¢») x' (~)
.SpLD ZYH + .SpVD
These 4 equations (3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8) can be written in simple form as:
Surge:
(3.8)
alu =A (3.9)
Sway:
b(v + bzp + b3T = B (3.10)
Yaw:
cl v+CZP+C3T =C (3.11)
Roll:
dl v + dzp + d3T = D (3.12)
Where:
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A = (m'(v'r' + x~r'Z _ z~p'r') _ Y~v'r') x UZ + (fx(u, V,p, r,r/J)
.SpLD )
+ (~;L~R)
B = -em' -X~)u'r' x UZ + (fy(u,v,p,r,r/J)) +(~)
.SpLD .SpLD
C = (-m'x~u'r') x UZ + (fN(U,V,p,r,r/J)) + (--.!!!!-)
.SpUD .SpUD
D = (K~p' + K;Pr/J + (m'z~ - X~z~H)u'r') x UZ_ (fY(U, V,p, r, r/J)) x z'
.SpLD YH
+ (S;:ZD)
al = [m' - X~] xL
bl = [m' - Y~] x L
Cl = [m'x~ - N~] xL
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l
I
Surge acceleration can be calculated from equation 3.9. To calculate sway, yaw and roll
accelerations from equations 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12, the 3 equations are expressed in matrix
form as follows:
dv
[b
1 b2
b
3
] ~ _[8]c1 C2 C3 X - - C (3.13)
d1 d2 d3 dt Ddr
de
Or,
dv
de b b2 ~:r x [~] = [~i b; ~\] x [~]~ =[C~ C2 c; (3.14)~; d1 d2 d3 D d1 d;
de
The b~, b; .... d; matrix in equation 3.14 can be calculated at every time step by inverting
bv b2 ... d3 matrix. Finally we can express surge, sway, roll and yaw accelerations as:
du A
de=a;
if = c~ x B + c; x C + c; x D
drde = d~ x B + d; x C + d; x D
(3.15)
By integrating these 4 equations (3.15) at every time step, we can get corresponding
surge, sway, roll and yaw velocities. lfwe directly integrate these velocities at every time
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step, we will obtain corresponding displacements in the body fixed coordinate system.
Displacements relative to such axes are not very meaningful. What we really need is the
ship's trajectory in earth fixed axes. This can be accomplished by first transforming the
surge, sway, roll and yaw velocities from body fixed axes to earth fixed axes (using the
transformation matrices developed in section 2.1.1) and then integrating them at every
time step. Hence we can calculate the displacement of ship in earth fixed axes at every
time step if we include the following four equations into our integration system:
d¢
dt:=P
d~e = rcos¢
~ = U cos(ljJe) - v sin(ljJe) cos ¢
(3.16)
where X e and Ye are ship displacements in earth fixed coordinate system ((TIS) at every
time step and ljJe is instantaneous heading angle (ljJ in Figure 2-1). These 8 equations
(3.15+3.16) can be solved at every time step using one of the many available solution
algorithms for systems of ordinary differential equations. In this thesis, the 4th order
Runge-Kutta-Merson method is used for this purpose. Merson's algorithm for a general
system needs five evaluations at each integration step to get a solution and an estimate of
the truncation error, both of which are fourth order. Compared to the fourth order Runge-
Kutta algorithm, Merson's algorithm needs one more evaluation at each step for the
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truncation-error estimate which is used for automatic selection of the integration step (see
section 3.3.1.7).
3.2.2. Planing Hull
The 3 DOF equations of motion for a planing hull are derived in chapter 2 (see equations
2.50 and 2.111). They can be combined to give the final equations as follows:
Surge equation of motion:
m'[iL' - v'r' - x~r'2] = X~iL' + X'(u) +Thrust' x cos 0 (3.17)
Sway equation of motion:
m'[v' +u'r' + x~f']
(3.18)
= Y;v' + Y~v' + Y;f' + Y;r' - Thrust' x sin 0
Yaw equation of motion:
I~zf' + m'x~[v' +u'r']
= N;v' + N~v' + N;f' + N;r' - x~ x Thrust' (3.19)
x sino
By rearranging these 3 equations, we can bring all the acceleration terms on left hand side
and all the others on the right hand side. Rearranging the surge equation:
(m' - X~) x L x iL
=m'(v'r' + x~r'2) x U2 + (.~;~~)
+ (hr~~:;;os 0)
Rearranging the sway equation:
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(3.20)
(m' - Y~) x Lx 17 + (m'xb - yn x L2 x r
= (-m'u'r' + Y~v' + Y;r') x U2
_ Chr~~::;in 0)
Rearranging the yaw equation:
= (-m'xbu'r' + N~v' + N;r') x U2
xp x Thrust x sin°
- ( .SpUD )
These 3 equations (3.20, 3.21 and 3.22) can be written in simple form as:
Where:
A= m'(v'r' + xbr'2) x U2 + (~~~~) + Chr~~:~;os 0)
B= (-m'u'r' + Y~v' + Y;r') x U2 _ Chr~~::;in 0)
a l = (m' - X~) x L
bl = (m' - Y~) x L
CI = [m'xb - N~] xL
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(3.21)
(3.22)
Finally, we can express surge, sway and yaw accelerations as:
du A
(it=a;
(3.24)
Now we can calculate the displacement of ship in earth fixed axes at every time step if we
include the following three equations into our integration system:
d1./Je = r
dt
(3.25)
where X e and Ye are ship displacements in the earth fixed coordinate system (("'10 at
every time step and 1./Je is instantaneous heading angle (1./J in Figure 2-1). As in the case of
the displacement hull, a 4th order Runge-Kutta-Merson method is used in this thesis to
solve these 6 ordinary differential equations (3.24+3.25) simultaneously (see section
3.3.2.2).
3.3. Simulation Program
The computer programs in this thesis are implemented using the programming language
FORTRAN 90, under the Microsoft Windows XP operating system.
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3.3.1. Displacement Hull Program
The flowchart of the main program is shown in Figure 3-1. It begins by reading data from
a user specified ship description file (which contains all the ship information required to
execute a simulation) and stores them in global variables. Then a subroutine is called
which generates 'ship speed - propeller rpm' curve by matching propeller thrust with ship
resistance at various forward speeds and stores this data in global variables. After all this,
by using the command prompt the user is asked to specify (by entering a number) which
maneuver he or she wishes to execute. If the user enters a correct number, the
corresponding subroutine is called and that maneuver is simulated after which the
simulation program ends. If the number is wrong, user is prompted to enter a correct
number. Now we will briefly describe the subroutines of all the standard maneuvers that
the developed program can simulate.
3.3.1.1. Straight Ahead Motion Subroutine
If the user enters the number to simulate straight ahead motion, that subroutine will be
called. Here, using the command prompt, the user will be asked to input ship speed at the
beginning of the maneuver, command propeller rpm and simulation time span. After all
this information is entered, a 'DO' loop begins which first calls a subroutine KUTMER
(which is a Runge-Kutta-Merson solver for solving the 8 displacement hull motion'
equations and propeller shaft torque equation, see section 3.3.1.7), then advances the time
by simulation time step and finally writes new ship position, velocity and propeller RPM
in text files. This 'DO' loop is executed for the duration of simulation time span. At that
point, the maneuver is terminated and the user is notified by a message on the command
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prompt. This subroutine creates 4 text files (they contain velocity in ship fixed axes,
velocity in earth fixed axes, displacement in earth fixed axes and propeller rpm at every
time step) which can be used by the user for data analysis.
3.3.1.2. Turning Circle Maneuver Subroutine
The flowchart of the subroutine that simulates the turning circle maneuver is given in
Figure 3-2. If the user enters the number to simulate a turning circle, this subroutine will
be called. Here, using the command prompt, the user will be first asked to input ship
speed at the beginning of the maneuver. Typically, a turning circle maneuver is executed
with the ship speed and the propeller RPM being initially in equilibrium. However, it is
not necessary and this program asks the user for initial propeller rpm giving the
equilibrium value as a default (for this, a subroutine 'splint' is called which calculates and
returns the equilibrium propeller rpm value corresponding to the entered initial ship speed
by using 'ship speed - propeller rpm' curve). It is recommended that the default be used
for standard maneuvers. Then, using the command prompt, the user will be asked to enter
the command rudder angle (positive for starboard tum). After all this information is
entered, a 'DO' loop begins which first calls a subroutine KUTMER, then advances the
time by simulation time step and finally writes new ship position, velocity and propeller
RPM in text files. This 'DO' loop is executed until a change of ship heading of 540
degrees has occurred. At that point, the maneuver is terminated and the user is notified by
a message on the command prompt. This subroutine creates 4 text files (they contain
velocity in ship fixed axes, velocity in earth fixed axes, displacement in earth fixed axes
and propeller rpm at every time step) which can be used by the user for data analysis.
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Figure 3-1: Displacement hull main program flowchart
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Figure 3-2: Flowchart of subroutine that simulates turning circle for displacement hull
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3.3.1.3. Zig-Zag Maneuver Subroutine
If the user enters the number to simulate a zig-zag maneuver, this subroutine will be
called. Here, using the command prompt, the user will be first asked to input ship speed at
the beginning of the maneuver. Typically, a zig-zag maneuver is executed with the ship
speed and the propeller RPM being initially in equilibrium. However, it is not necessary
and this program asks the user for initial propeller rpm giving the equilibrium value as a
default. It is recommended that the default be used for standard maneuvers. Then, using
the command prompt, the user will be asked to enter 1 to simulate standard 10/1 0 zig-zag
test or 2 to simulate standard 20/20 zig-zag test. According to the test that the user wants
to simulate, the initial rudder angle value (lSI execute) is defined automatically in the
program. After all this information is entered, a 'DO' loop begins which first calls a
subroutine KUTMER, then advances the time by simulation time step and finally write
new ship position, velocity and propeller RPM in text files. Each time during the
execution of this 'DO' loop, the condition for executing the next rudder command is
checked and if the conditions are met then the rudder angle is accordingly changed
automatically in the program. When the rudder angle is changed 7 times (7lh execute), this
'DO' loop is terminated and the user is notified by a message on the command prompt.
This subroutine creates 4 text files (they contain velocity in ship fixed axes, velocity in
earth fixed axes, displacement in earth fixed axes and propeller rpm at every time step)
which can be used by the user for data analysis.
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3.3.1.4. Pullout Maneuver Subroutine
If the user enters the number to simulate a pullout maneuver, this subroutine will be
called. To simulate this maneuver, first the turning circle maneuver is simulated (hence
the initial part of this subroutine is exactly the same as the turning circle subroutine) and
after its completion, the rudder is returned to the neutral position. Now the subroutine
KUTMER is called again in a 'DO' loop and the ship motion is simulated for two more
hours with neutral rudder position (it is assumed that a steady turning rate will be
obtained within this time). The 'DO' loop is terminated after two hours and the user is
notified by a message on the command prompt. This subroutine creates 4 text files (they
contain velocity in ship fixed axes, velocity in earth fixed axes, displacement in earth
fixed axes and propeller rpm at every time step) which can be used by the user for data
analysis.
3.3.1.5. Direct Spiral Maneuver Subroutine
The flowchart of the subroutine that simulates the direct spiral maneuver is given in
Figure 3-3. If a user enters the number to simulate a direct spiral, this subroutine will be
called. Here, using the command prompt, the user will be first asked to input ship speed at
the beginning of the maneuver. Typically, direct spiral maneuver is executed with the
ship speed and the propeller RPM being initially in equilibrium. However, it is not
necessary and this program asks the user for initial propeller rpm giving the equilibrium
value as a default. It is recommended that the default be used for standard maneuvers.
Then, using the command prompt, the user will be asked to enter I to simulate a spiral
maneuver test for a starboard turn or 2 to simulate a spiral maneuver test for a port turn.
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Hence, for simulating complete direct spiral maneuver, the user will have to run the
program two times (to obtain 'rudder deflection - steady yaw rate' curve for both port
and starboard tum). According to the tum that the user wants to simulate, the initial
rudder angle value is defined automatically in the program (±35). After all this
information is entered, a 'DO' loop begins which first calls a subroutine KUTMER, then
advances the time by simulation time step and finally writes the new ship position,
velocity and propeller RPM in text files. Each time during the execution of this 'DO'
loop, it is checked if "practically" straight course has been achieved and if the conditions
are met, this 'DO' loop is terminated. Then the rudder angle and the steady yaw rate are
written in a text file, the rudder deflection is changed and the 'DO' loop is called again.
This continues until the steady yaw rate becomes negative for a starboard tum or positive
for a port tum. When this condition is reached, the simulation ends and the user is notified
by a message on the command prompt. This subroutine creates 5 text files (they contain
velocity in ship fixed axes, velocity in earth fixed axes, displacement in earth fixed axes
and propeller rpm at every time step and 'rudder deflection - steady yaw rate' curve)
which can be used by the user for data analysis. It should be noted that this subroutine to
simulate direct spiral maneuver should only be used if the ship is found to be straight line
unstable using the pullout test. If it is used for straight line stable ships, the program will
go into an infinite loop and the user will have to terminate it forcefully.
3.3.1.6. Crash Astern Maneuver Subroutine
If the user enters the number to simulate a crash astern maneuver, this subroutine will be
called. Crash astern test is decelerating a ship from the full-ahead-sea speed by giving full
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Figure 3-3: Flowchart of subroutine that simulates direct spiral for displacement hull
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astern engine command until the ship comes to rest in the water. Simulating this test
conventionally is complicated because:
• Reasonable estimates on the asymmetric hydrodynamic forces acting on the stem
due to the reverse rotation of propeller are required.
• Propeller operating regions other than first quadrant must also be simulated
• Hydrodynamic coefficients might change for astern motion of hull
In this thesis, a simple stopping ability prediction method as proposed by Rhee (Sung and
Rhee, 2005) for the diesel ships with fixed pitch propeller is used for simulating the crash
astern maneuver. To use this method, the user must specify MCR rpm, ratio of astern
thrust to the thrust at MCR condition, propeller advance ratio and thrust coefficient at
coasting state and braking-air supply rpm in the ship description file (these unknowns can
be roughly estimated from (Sung and Rhee, 2005)). When this subroutine is called, the
user will be asked to input ship speed at the beginning of the maneuver using the
command prompt (test speed should be at least 90% of the ship's speed corresponding to
85% of the maximum engine output). Using the data from the ship description file and by
using the formulations developed in Sung and Rhee, 2005, this subroutine will predict the
time when the vessel will become fully stunned in the water and the stopping distance
(both from the order of full astern). In the end, the user will be notified that the simulation
has ended and that a text file has been created.
3.3.1.7. Other Subroutines
In this section, we will mainly focus on how the KUTMER subroutine (developed for
displacement hull) interacts with other program components (see Figure 3-4). Let's
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assume that the user wants to simulate a turning circle maneuver and enters a number that
wil1 call the turning circle subroutine (see Figure 3-1). During the execution of this
turning circle subroutine, every time the 'DO' loop is executed, KUTMER will be cal1ed
(see Figure 3-2). Every time KUTMER is called, it will take u, v, p, r, Xe , Ye, 1/Je, ¢ and
propel1er rpm at that time instant (t) as input and will calculate the value of these 9
variables at time t+~t (~t being the time step) which it will then transfer to the turning
circle subroutine as output. For calculating these 9 variables at time t+~t using the value
of these variables at time t, KUTMER fol1ows Runge-Kutta-Merson algorithm. Merson's
algorithm for a system of N 1st order initial value ordinary differential equations needs
five evaluations at each integration step to get a solution. Compared to the fourth order
Runge-Kutta algorithm, Merson's algorithm needs one more evaluation at each step to
obtain a truncation-error estimate which is used for automatic selection of the integration
step (h). During each evaluation, KUTMER interacts with subroutine 'define differential
equations' that calculates iL, ii, p,r, U e , Ve , P and Te at that time instant (for which it
further interacts with 4 other subroutines, see Figure 3-4) and subroutine 'calculate
propeller rpm' that calculates propeller rpm at time t+h by solving propeller shaft
equation.
3.3.2. Planing Hull Program
The flowchart of the main program is shown in Figure 3-5.lt begins by reading data from
a user specified ship description file (which contains all the ship information required to
execute a simulation) and stores them in global variables. Then by using the command
prompt the user is asked to specify which maneuver he or she wishes to execute. If the
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user enters a correct number, the corresponding subroutine is called and that maneuver is
simulated after which the simulation program ends. If the number is wrong, the user is
prompted to enter a correct number. Now we will describe the subroutine that was
developed to simulate a planing hull turning circle maneuver and we will also discuss
how it interacts with other program components.
Figure 3-4: Flowchart of rest of the displacement hull program
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Figure 3-5: Planing hull main program flowchart
3.3.2.1. Turning Circle Maneuver Subroutine
The flowchart of the subroutine that simulates the turning circle maneuver is given in
Figure 3-6. If the user enters the number to simulate a turning circle, this subroutine will
be called. Here, using the command prompt, the user will be first asked to input ship
speed at the beginning of the maneuver and then command thrust angle (positive for
starboard tum). After all this information is entered, a 'DO' loop begins which first calls a
subroutine KUTMER (see section 3.3.2.2), then advances the time by simulation time
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step and finally writes the new ship position and velocity in text files. This 'DO' loop is
executed until a change of ship heading of 540 degrees has occurred. At that point, the
maneuver is terminated and the user is notified by a message on the command prompt.
This subroutine creates 3 text files (they contain velocity in ship fixed axes, velocity in
earth fixed axes and displacement in earth fixed axes at every time step) which can be
used by the user for data analysis.
3.3.2.2. Other Subroutines
In this section, we will mainly focus on how the KUTMER subroutine (developed for
planing hull) interacts with other program components (see Figure 3-7). The main
difference between the displacement and planing hull maneuvering simulation programs
is that for the displacement hull, hydrodynamic coefficients are considered constant and
they do not change with time, but for planing hulls, hydrodynamic coefficients vary with
time. Hence in the planing hull simulation program, an extra subroutine
'INTERPOLATE' is used which calculates hydrodynamic coefficients at every time step
by linear interpolation of the coefficients database obtained from specially designed
model tests (see section 2.4.1). Let's assume that the user wants to simulate a turning
circle maneuver and hence enters a number that will call the turning circle subroutine (see
Figure 3-5). During the execution of the turning circle subroutine, every time the 'DO'
loop is executed, KUTMER will be called (see Figure 3-6). Every time KUTMER is
called, it will take u, v, p, r, Xe, Ye, 1/Je and ¢ at that time instant (t) as input (¢ and p will
always be equal to zero) and will calculate the value of these 8 variables at time t+~t (~t
being the time step) which it will then transfer to the turning circle subroutine as output.
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For calculating these 8 variables at time t+~t using the value of these variables at time t,
KUTMER follows Runge-Kutta-Merson algorithm. Merson's algorithm for a system ofN
Figure 3-6: Flowchart of subroutine that simulates turning circle for planing hull
1sl order initial value ordinary differential equations needs five evaluations at each
integration step to get a solution. Compared to the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm,
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Merson's algorithm needs one more evaluation at each step to obtain a truncation-error
estimate which is used for automatic selection of the integration step (h). During each
evaluation, KUTMER interacts with the subroutine 'define differential equations' that
calculates surge, sway, roll and yaw accelerations and lie, ve, p, re at that time instant (for
which it further interacts with 2 other subroutines, see Figure 3-7).
Figure 3-7: Flowchart of rest of the planing hull program
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Chapter 4: Results, Validation and Analysis
4.1. Displacement Hull Maneuvering Simulation Program
In this section, the standard maneuvers ofEsso Osaka ship (a 278,000 DWT tanker) will
be simulated using the displacement hull maneuvering simulation program developed in
this thesis (as described in section 3.3.1). The simulation results will be compared with
full scale sea trials results (Crane, 1979; ITTC, 2002) for validating the developed
program.
4.1.1. Math Model Used and Corresponding Input Data
The simulation results of a maneuvering simulation program are affected by the quality of
the mathematical model being used and the quality of input data. Therefore, for validating
a maneuvering simulation program, it is important that a robust mathematical model for
which well tested and verified input data is available is used. This will make sure that the
error (i.e. the difference between the sea trial data and the simulation results) due to the
quality of the math model and input data is insignificant and that the error accurately
reflects the quality of the simulation program. This requirement of a robust math model
for which well tested and verified input data is available makes Esso Osaka an ideal ship
for validating the developed program. This is because Esso Osaka is the ITTC
maneuvering committee's benchmark ship (ITTC, 2002) and a robust mathematical
model with benchmark input data is available in the literature (ITTC, 2002) for simulating
its maneuverability. This model is given below (equation 4.1) and it will be used by the
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displacement hull maneuvering simulation program developed in this thesis for
simulating standard maneuvers ofEsso Osaka:
m'[iL' - v'r' - x~r'2] = X~ +X~ +X~
m'[v' + u'r' + xU'] = y~ + y; + y~
I~zT' + m'x~[V' + u'r'] = N~ + N~ + Nk
Where:
(4.1)
Yp = Np = 0
And where:
Up
Jp = nDp
up=u(1-wp)
1- wp = (1- wPo) + T r+uxprl + cpC+uxpr )2
UR ~
- = E + K( 1 + 8KrlrrJffi - 1)
up
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UR = JU~ + V~
aR = (0 - 00) - tan-1 (~:R)
FN= ~ p /~l:.~S ARU~ sin aR
Note that:
• The math model in ITTC report assumes its origin at the CG of the ship but here
the origin is taken at the midship
• For propeller-rudder force model, PR model 1 used in section 5.3 of ITTC report
(ITTC, 2002) is used
• This is a 3 DOF model and it ignores roll motion
• This model also assumes that propeller rpm instantaneously becomes equal to
command propeller rpm (hence shaft torque equation is not simulated)
Various mathematical models included in the script of the developed computer program
are shown in sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. When the user is creating an input data
file for executing the displacement hull maneuvering simulation program, he or she is
required to choose the math model that is to be used for conducting simulations. To
simulate the maneuvers of Esso Osaka using the math model given above (equation 4.1),
following choices will be made:
• Hydrodynamic damping model 1 (section 2.3.1) will be used
• Wake model 2 (section 2.3.2) will be used
• Rudder Modell (section 2.3.3) will be used
• Shaft Speed Dynamics Modell (section 2.3.4) will be used
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• K", will be entered zero (this will command program to simulate only 3DOF
motion equations, skipping the roll motion equation)
The input data required for using the math model given above in equation 4.1 was
obtained as follows:
• The hydrodynamic coefficients dataset was created using the IITC maneuvering
committee's benchmark data (Table 5.2 (mean data) in report (lITC, 2002)).
• The input data required for propeller rudder force model is given in Table 5.3 of
(ITTC, 2002)
• Some other data which are not shown in the ITTC report but are required for
simulation (like the ship's principal dimensions etc.) are taken from lOT report
(Gong, 1993).
The final dataset used for simulating this model is given in Appendix A (Table A.l) and
the corresponding input file is given in Appendix 8 (Input File B.l).
4.1.2. Prediction Results and Validation
In this section, the standard maneuvers of Esso Osaka are simulated using the
displacement hull maneuvering simulation program. For this purpose, the mathematical
model described above (equation 4.1) will be used. Wherever the sea trial data is
available, the simulation results will be compared with the full scale sea trial results.
4.1.2.1. Turning Circle Maneuver Simulation
Figure 4-1 and 4-2 show the simulated trajectories of Esso Osaka in deep water for ±35°
turning circle maneuvers compared with sea trial results (Crane, 1979; ITTC, 2002). The
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approach speed is 7.7 knots for port turn and 10 knots for starboard turn. It can be seen
that there is good agreement between simulation results and trial data. Figure 4-3 to 4-8
show the time histories of speed components (u and v), yaw rate and drift angle
respectively for simulated turning circle trajectories (as shown in Figure 4-1 and 4-2).
Wherever data is available, simulated results are compared with sea trial data (lITC,
2002). We can see that simulated results again show fair to good agreement with the
measured ones.
35° Starboard turn, 10 knots
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Figure 4-1: Turning circle trajectory for 35° starboard turn
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Figure 4-2: Turning circle trajectory for 35° port turn
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Figure 4-3: Time Histories of Speed for 35° starboard turn
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Figure 4-4: Time History of Yaw Rate for 35° starboard turn
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Figure 4-5: Time History of Drift Angle for 35° starboard turn
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Figure 4-6: Time Histories of Speed for 35° port turn
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Figure 4-7: Time History of Yaw Rate for 35° port turn
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Figure 4-8: Time History of Drift Angle for 35° port turn
4.1.2.2. Zigzag Maneuver Simulation
Figure 4-9 to 4-16 show the simulated 10·/10· and 20·/20· zigzag maneuvering motions
in deep water compared with sea trial results (Crane, 1979; 1TTC, 2002). The approach
speed is 7.5 knots for 10·/10· zigzag maneuver and 7.8 knots for 20·/20· zigzag
maneuver. It can be seen that there is good agreement between simulation results and trial
data.
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Figure 4-9: Time History of Heading Angle for 10/10 ZigZag maneuver
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Figure 4-10: Time History of Yaw Rate for 10/10 ZigZag maneuver
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Figure 4-11: Time History of Speed for 10/10 ZigZag maneuver
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Figure 4-12: Time History of Drift Angle for 10/10 ZigZag maneuver
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Figure 4-13: Time History of Heading Angle for 20/20 ZigZag maneuver
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Figure 4-14: Time History of Yaw Rate for 20120 ZigZag maneuver
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20 0 /20 0 ZigZag, 7.8 knots
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Figure 4-15: Time History of Speed for 20/20 ZigZag maneuver
20 0 /20 0 ZigZag, 7.8 knots
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Figure 4-16: Time History of Drift Angle for 20/20 ZigZag maneuver
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4.1.2.3. Pullout Maneuver Simulation
To simulate the pullout test, the rudder was deflected to ±35 degrees and once the vessel
achieved steady turning, the rudder was returned to the neutral position. Figure 4-17
shows the time history of yaw rate for simulated pull out maneuver in deep water. The
approach speed is 7.7 knots. lOT report (Gong, 1993) states that Esso Osaka is marginally
stable (i.e. straight line stable) in deep water which can be seen from the plot below. We
can see that at the end of maneuver, yaw rate almost decays to zero.
35° pull-out test, 7.7 knots
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Figure 4-17: Time History of Yaw Rate for pull-out maneuver
4.1.2.4. Direct Spiral Maneuver Simulation
As we can see in section 3.3.1.5, the developed program can only be used to simulate a
direct spiral maneuver when the vessel is found to be directionally unstable from the pull-
out test. Otherwise the program will enter an infinite loop and will not terminate by itself.
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As the Esso Osaka is found to be directionally stable in the pull-out test, a direct spiral
maneuver was not simulated.
4.1.2.5. Crash Astern Maneuver Simulation
For an initial speed of 16 knots (which is also the design speed of Esso Osaka), the crash
astern subroutine of the developed program predicts the following:
• Time until vessel is fully stopped (from the order of full astern), seconds: 1296
• Stopping distance (from the order of full astern), meters: 5585
It should be noted that the present program uses a simplified method (Sung and Rhee,
2005) to simulate the crash astern maneuver. Hence, instead of predicting the trajectory of
the maneuver, this program will only predict the time when the vessel will become fully
stopped and the stopping distance (both from the order of full astern) by using the data
from the ship description file and by using the formulations developed in Sung and Rhee,
2005.
4.2. Planing Hull Maneuvering Simulation Program
In this section, the turning circle maneuvers of two planing crafts (described below) will
be simulated using the planing hull maneuvering simulation program developed in this
thesis (as described in section 3.3.2). The simulation results will be compared with full
scale sea trials results for validating the developed program. The first craft, whose
principal particulars are shown in Table 4-1, is the one used by Katayama (Katayama et
aI., 2006; Katayama et aI., 2009) for validation of their maneuvering simulation program.
The second craft is a twin outboard Zodiac Hurricane 733 (principal particulars are given
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in Table 4-2) whose sea trial results of turning circle maneuver (turning diameter only)
were made available to the author by Virtual Marine Technology (personal
communication with VMT, 2011).
Table 4-1: Principal particulars of Katayama's model (Katayama et aI., 2006)
Length over all: LOA (m)
Breadth: B (m)
Depth: D(m)
Draft:d(m)
0.9366
0.1833
0.11
0.0302
Table 4-2: Principal particulars of ZH 733 (Technical data sheet, 2002)
Length over all: LOA (m)
Breadth: B (m)
Draft:d(m)
Deadrise amidship
4.2.1. Math Model Used and Corresponding Input Data
7.24
2.74
0.53
25·
In the script of the planing hull maneuvering simulation program developed in this thesis,
only one simple mathematical model (as described in section 2.4) is included. Hence this
math model will be used by the planing hull program to simulate the turning circle
maneuvers of both planing crafts. For conducting maneuvering simulations of
Katayama's hull model, data published by Katayama (Katayama et aI., 2005b; Katayama
et aI., 2006; Katayama et aI., 2009) is used to create the input dataset which is given in
Appendix A (Table A.2.1, A.2.2 and A.2.4) and the final input file which is given in
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Appendix B (Input File B.2). For conducting simulations of the Zodiac Hurricane 733, the
principal particular data is taken from technical data sheet published by ZODIAC
(Technical data sheet, 2002) and some other data required for simulation are obtained
from VMT (personal communication with VMT, 2011). For this craft, the final input
dataset is given in Appendix A (Table A.2.1, A.2.3 and A.2.5) and the final input file is
given in Appendix B (Input File B.3). It should be noted that the non-dimensionalized
maneuvering derivatives data in both the datasets are taken from the published results of
extensive model tests conducted by Katayama on the model TB45 (Katayama et aI.,
2005b; Katayama et aI., 2006). Although the hull ofTB45 model is different from the hull
of the two boats used here for validation, TB45's non-dimensionalized hull force dataset
is used to obtain hull forces of both the craft because this is the only hull force dataset
available in the literature for planing hulls. It should also be noted that because of the
limited hull force data available, the developed planing hull maneuvering simulation
program can only be used when the Froude number is less than 1.194. For further details
about the input datasets and the input data files, refer to Appendix A and Appendix B
respectively.
4.2.2. Prediction Results and Validation
We will now present the turning circle maneuvers of both the planing crafts using the
planing hull maneuvering simulation program developed in this thesis and the simulation
results will be compared with the full scale sea trial results. For Katayama's hull model,
the simulation results from the developed program will also be compared with
Katayama's simulation results.
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4.2.2.1. Turning Circle Maneuver Simulation
Figure 4-18 and 4-19 show the simulated trajectories of Katayama's planing craft
(described in Table 4-1) in deepwater for the following two turning circle maneuvers
respectively compared with sea trial results and Katayama's simulation results (Katayama
eta!.,2009):
1. lnitial Froude number, Fn = 0.53 and thrust angle = 15 degrees
2. lnitial Froude number, Fn = 0.7 and thrust angle = 14.6 degrees
Turning Circle, Fn=O.53,thrust
angle=15 degree
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Figure 4-18: Turning circle trajectory for 15° starboard turn,Fn=O.53
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Turning Circle, Fn=O.7,thrust angle=14.6
degree
•
•
•
•
•
Transfer(m)
+ Trial data - - Katayama's simulation -Author'ssimulation
Figure 4-19: Turning circle trajectory for 14.6° starboard turn, Fn =0.7
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The reasons why there are some discrepancies between Katayama's simulation results
and the results of present code are:
1. In Katayama's simulation method, the maneuvering hydrodynamic coefficients
Y;, N;, Y; and N; are functions offorward velocity, rise and trim. In the simplified
simulation method used in the thesis, Y; and N; are assumed to be constant, Y; i
assumed to be dependent on forward velocity and trim and N; is assumed to be
dependent on forward velocity and rise.
2. Katayama calculates X~ and Y~ at every time step from Motora's chart using
linear interpolation. In the simulation method developed in the thesis, these
coefficients are assumed constant.
3. Some hull data of Katayama's planing craft (for example, moment of inertia) are
not available in his papers. The missing data has been estimated in this thesis
using some published formulations (refer to Appendix A for the final dataset).
As we can see from the plots, there is also discrepancy between both the simulation
results (i.e. both Katayama's and author's simulation results) and the full scale sea trail
results. The reason of this discrepancy in the turning circle characteristics of Katayama's
planing craft is not completely clear. There can be many reasons but the following seem
to be the most prominent ones:
1. In reality it takes time to turn the outboard motors/waterjets but during simulation,
it is assumed that propeller thrust reaches the commanded angle immediately.
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Using ramp function for thrust angle may reduce the noted discrepancies in
planing hull maneuvering simulation but this has been left for future work.
2. In both the simulations, it is assumed that the propellers produce a constant thrust
that compensates for the calm water resistance (magnitude of thrust force is fixed
to the value of steady running condition) and the direction of this thrust is changed
(according to rudder angle) to steer the ship. This is a significant approximation.
3. Both the simulation methods neglect the nonlinear hydrodynamic forces.
4. Both the simulation methods only simulate 3 DOF motions. Although the
hydrodynamic forces in these methods are measured from specially designed
model tests, neglecting roll, pitch and heave equations might have resulted in
some discrepancies.
5. For simulation of Katayama's planing craft (LoA = 0.9366 m, LoAIB = 5.11),
hydrodynamic forces measured for Katayama's TB45 hull model (LoA = I m,
LoAIB = 4.5) are used in both the simulation methods. This might have resulted in
some discrepancies.
Similarly Figure 4-20 and 4-21 show the simulated trajectories of the Zodiac Hurricane
733 craft (described in Table 4-2) in deepwater for following four turning circle
maneuvers respectively:
1. Initial Froude number, Fn = 0.488 and thrust angle = 9 degrees
2. Initial Froude number, Fn = 0.488 and thrust angle = 19 degrees
3. Initial Froude number, Fn = 0.488 and thrust angle = 29 degrees
4. Initial Froude number, Fn = 0.488 and thrust angle = 40 degrees
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H733 Simulation using Katayama's
method, u=8 knots/Fn=.488
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Figure 4-20: Turning circle trajectory of ZH 733 for thrust angle = 9·
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Figure 4-21: Turning circle trajectory of ZH 733 for thrust angle =19, 29 and 40·
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Table 4-3 shows a comparison between experimental and simulated turning diameter for
all the four cases.
Table 4-3: Comparison of turning circle diameters of ZH 733
Steering Wheel
RPM/Max Forward Experimental Turning Diameter
Rotation/Outboard
Velocity Turning Diameter from Simulation
Motor Rotation
(knots) (m) (m)
(deg)
180/9 2000/8 304.5 124.6
360/19 2000/8 51.95 58.5
540/29 2000/8 26.4 37.5
720/40 2000/8 19.66 25.13
As we can see from Table 4-3, except for the case when the thrust angle is 9 degrees,
there is fair agreement between experimental and simulated turning circle diameters of
Zodiac Hurricane 733 craft. The reason why there is large discrepancy for the case when
the thrust angle is 9 degrees is not completely clear. There can be many reasons but the
following seems to be the most prominent one:
• According to Katayama, the hydrodynamic forces are significantly affected by the
running attitude of the planing craft (Katayama et aI., 2005b). As it has been
discussed before, for any planing hull, the running attitude is mainly dependent on
Froude number and drift angle. For all the four simulation cases shown in Table 4-
3, the Froude number is constant. Therefore it can be concluded that for these 4
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cases the drift angle (or the running attitude) will be mainly dependent on thrust
angle (or steering wheel rotation). It is possible that at thrust angle = 9 degrees,
the running attitude of Katayama's TB45 hull does not realistically represents the
running attitude of ZH 733 craft. Therefore the hull force data published by
Katayama for model TB45 (which is used in this thesis for simulating the
maneuvers of ZH 733 craft) might not realistically represent the hull forces on ZH
733 craft in this operational domain. This can be the reason of the observed
discrepancy.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1. Conclusions
The objective of this thesis was to develop PC based manoeuvring simulation programs
capable of predicting standard ship maneuvers for vessels with displacement and planing
hulls moving in unbounded, calm, and deep water. This objective was reached. Two
separate computer programs were developed using FORTRAN programming language,
the first for conducting displacement hull maneuvering simulation and the second for
conducting planing hull maneuvering simulation. The developed simulation programs can
be used for:
• Prediction of standard ship manoeuvres (as needed at the design stage to ensure
that a ship has acceptable manoeuvring behavior, as defined by the ship owner,
IMO or local authorities)
• Real-time, man-in-the-loop simulators, or faster simulators usually used for
training purposes
To explain the development of these programs, 6 DOF rigid body dynamics of ships is
explained in detail. As there was no target displacement type ship for which the program
was being developed, an extensive literature review was conducted and different 3 and 4
DOF hull, propeller and rudder force models were included (as this thesis uses modular
modelling approach) in the displacement hull maneuvering simulation program. Shaft
speed and saturation dynamics was also simulated using a shaft torque equation. For the
planing hull maneuvering simulation program, a simplified 3 DOF mathematical model
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based on Katayama's method was used. A sample captive model test plan for a Zodiac
Hurricane 733 craft was developed which can be used to measure and create the
hydrodynamic coefficients database as required for the developed program. The
numerical integration method used in both the developed programs was explained in
detail. Various subroutines of both the developed computer programs were described in
detail using simplified flowcharts.
It should be noted that the developed displacement hull maneuvering simulation program
includes different mathematical models in its script for estimating hydrodynamic,
propeller and rudder forces. This makes the program versatile as it gives user more
flexibility in running maneuvering simulation for different types of ships. It should also
be noted that the captive model test plan proposed in this thesis is a useful addition to the
present day planing hull model test literature. This is because the proposed test plan uses
the model test data published by Katayama to simplify the test procedure thereby
significantly reducing the number of model test runs required for creating the
hydrodynamic coefficient database needed for conducting maneuvering simulation.
The displacement hull program was used to simulate the standard maneuvers of a well
documented ship ESSO OSAKA. For this purpose, a published mathematical model for
which the benchmark input data was available was used. The developed program could
simulate the maneuvers using this math model because of its inherent versatility.
Simulation results of standard maneuvers were compared with full scale sea trial results
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wherever data was available and good agreements were found. Some discrepancies were
observed in few cases which have been explained.
The planing hull program was used to simulate the turning circle maneuvers of a simple
planing craft for which Katayama has published full scale sea trial results. This program
was also used to simulate the turning circle maneuvers of a Zodiac Hurricane 733 craft
for which Virtual Marine Technology provided some full scale sea trial data. In both the
cases, the hull forces were calculated from the published results of extensive model tests
conducted by Katayama on the model TB45. Simulated turning circle results of both the
crafts showed fair agreement with the full scale sea trial results. Some discrepancies were
observed which have been explained. It should also be noted that because of the limited
hull force data available, the developed planing hull maneuvering simulation program can
only be used when the Froude number is less than 1.194.
Although the simulation results showed fair to good agreement with the sea trial results in
most cases, the author would like to propose some future work that can significantly
improve the accuracy of the developed programs and can make them more versatile.
5.2. Recommendations for Future Work
The ultimate goal of this whole study is creating a PC based program that can simulate
the dynamics of displacement type ship and planing hull with reasonable accuracy and
good real-time performance. For achieving this goal, following improvements can be
made in the developed computer programs in future:
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1. Environmental loads (due to wave, current and wind) can be added in the
mathematical models.
2. The present model only works for vessels moving in unbound, calm and deep
water. In future, shallow water effects can be taken into account in order to
simulate harbour maneuvering.
3. Some authors have recently produced unified mathematical models for ocean
going and harbour maneuvering vessels (Yoshimura et aI., 2009). They can be
added in the developed programs.
4. At present, displacement hull maneuvering simulation program does not account
for rudder saturation and dynamics. This can be included in future.
5. A model to simulate thrust and control forces (due to outboard motors or
waterjets) can be added to the planing hull maneuvering simulation program in
future.
6. Captive model tests of Zodiac Hurricane 733 craft can be conducted as per the
proposed experimental plan. Maneuvering simulation conducted using hull force
data from these models tests can be used for further validation of the planing hull
program.
7. Also, sea trial data ofa planing craft is scarcely available in literature. Hence it is
proposed that full scale sea trials of ZH 733 crafts be conducted in future which
can then be used for validation purposes.
8. A simplified version of Katayama's method is used to develop the present planing
hull maneuvering simulation program. This can be further extended in future. For
example, at present N; is assumed to be dependent only on forward velocity and
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rise but in future, effect of trim or N; can also be included. Also, at present, added
mass coefficients are assumed to be constant. In future, if enough data is available,
they can be calculated at every time step.
9. For planing hulls, the presence of outboard motors can significantly affect the
maneuverability of the crafts. This has been neglected at present but can be
accounted for in future.
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Appendix A
Table A.I: Final dataset used for conducting maneuvering simulation of Esso Osaka using
displacement hull maneuvering simulation program
Variables as defined
in the displacement
hull maneuvering
simulation program
Displacement
rho
Lpp
Breadth
Draft
I ZZ
I XX
I XZ
xG
zG
Definition
Displacement volume (m3)
Densityofwater,kg/m3
Ship's length between perpendiculars, m
Shipbreadth,m
Shipmeandraft,m
Moment of inertia about z axis, k -012
Moment of inertia about x axis, kg-m2
Productofinertia,kg-012
X coordinate ofCG w.r.t. ship fixed axis
origin,m
ZcoordinateofCGw.r.t. ship fixed axis
origin,m
311901.5
1025
325
53
21.79
1.98E+12
10.3
10.895
Data
Xudot
Yvdot
Yrdot
Nvdot
Nrdot
Kpdot
kkk
XO when kkk = 1
lqq when kkk = 2
HRT_velocity(qqq),
Xzero(qqq) When
kkk= 2
Non-dimensionalizedaddedmassinxdirection -0.02005
due to sur e motion (-rnx)
Non-dimensionalizedaddedmassinydirection -0.2259
due to sway motion (-my)
Non-dimensionalized added mass in Y
direction due to yaw motion
Non-dimensionalized added moment of inertia 0
about z axis due to sway motion
Non-dimensionalized added moment of inertia -0.01057
about z axis due to yaw motion (-Jz)
Non-dimensionalized added moment of inertia 0
about x axis due to roU motion (-Jx)
I or2(defines if hull resistance is entered as
one oint(l)orascurve(2))
Non-dimensionalizedhullresistance,canbe -0.00899
entered as a point (XO) or hull resistance can be
read from resistance-velocity curve and then
Non-dimensionalizedtoget(XO).qqq=
number of points on curve
HRT_velocity(qqq),Xzero(qqq) - mis, kg-mls2
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1,2 or 3 (defines which hydrodynamic
dampin model is used in section 3.3.1.5)
XXI Non-dimensionalized coefficient Xvv) -0.00329
XX2 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient Xrr) 0.000034
XX3 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient XvrorXBr) -0.04228
XX4 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient Xq>q» 0
XX5 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient Xvvvv) 0.277875
YYI Non-dimensionalized coefficient YvorYB) -0.3831
YY2 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient Yr) 0.10219
YY3 Non-dimensionalized coefficient Yp) 0
YY4 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient(Yvvror 0.59837
YBBr)
YY5 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient (Yrrvor -0.25589
YrrB)
YY6 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Yvvv or -1.05375
YvlvlorYBB)
YY7 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Yrrr or Yrlrl -0.01119
orYrr)
YY8 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Yq»
YY9 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Yv<p<p or
Yvlq>1)
YYIO Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Yr<p<p or
Yrlq>1)
YYII Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient Y vv) 0
YYI2 Non-dimensionalized coefficient Y rr) 0
YYl3 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient Yvlr) 0
YYI4 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient Yrlv) 0
NNI Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient ~vorNB) -0.14716
NN2 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient~r) -0.04836
NN3 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient ~p) 0
NN4 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Nvvr or -0.29699
NBBr)
NN5 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient(Nrrvor 0.023637
NrrB)
NN6 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Nvvv or 0.053257
NvlvlorNBB)
NN7 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Nrrr or Nrlrl -0.01835
orNrr)
NN8 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Nq»
NN9 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Nv<p<p or
Nvlq>1)
NN10 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficient(Nr<p<por
Nrlq>1)
NNII Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Nq>vv)
NNI2 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Nq>rr)
NNI3 Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Nlvlr)
NNI4 Non-dimensionalizedcoefficientCNlrlv)
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KK3
KK8
PNUM
Non-dimensionalized coefficient (K»
Non-dimensionalized coefficient (Kip), if
Kphi is entered zero, then we simulate in
3DOF, no roll!
N*Ctp (N = number of propeller, Ctp =
constant)
coeff 4
Prop Diameter
Prop_Pitch
Thrust deduction factor (I-t)
Diameterofpropeller,m
Propeller pitch, m (if unknown, enter zero)
Reduction gear ratio = Input I if unknown
(n engine = n prop* Gear Ratio)
0.7894
9.1
6.5065
xyrop
MCR RPM
coefCI2
coefCI3
coefCI
ddd
coeff16
coeffl7
fff
ggg
x coordinate ofpropellerwrt ship fixed axis -157.27
origin,m
Maximum continuous ratin RPM of en ine 82
Minimum RPM of engine (enter 10 if 10
unknown)
Jcoasting = coefCI2*(Pp/Dp), Suggestions = 1.3333
1/0.75, 1/0.60 (enter 0 ifnotsimulatingcrash
astern test)
coeff_13 = braking-air supply rpm = 15-30 % 16
MCR RPM (enter 0 if not simulating crash
astern test)
coeff 14 = Ratio of astern thrust to the thrust at 0.85
MCR-condition, IMO suggestion = .85,
Yoshimurasuggestion=.5to.6(enterOifnot
simulating crash astern test)
Wake fraction @ propeller at straight ahead 0.614
condition,w 0
I, 2 or 3, if I the wake is constant during
maneuver,if2thenwakemodellisused,if3
thenwakemodel2isused
T (forddd=3) 0.871
c' (forddd=3) -0.359
lor 2 (defines ifKT-KQ curve is entered (I) or I
3 coefficients ofKT-J Eauation are entered (2»
I orO (defines if change in propeller rpm
during maneuvering will be considered (I) or
not(O». ggghastobeO iffff=2
f-Lp..<:..<:....:;ppif:....:,ff=-f=--.::I"""--",,,,----1 Iffff= I Input ppp, number of points on
advanceJatio_J(i), KT_KQ curve
KT(i), KQ(i) iffff= Input advanceJatio_J(i), KT(i), KQ(i)
I-~-'--O,a-a-I,a-'-2"""'if-=fff::-=--'-2---i ~~~~;20~n::;:~;a ~~~~'gI~:~~uC::: i~o
considered
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15
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3415 0.03715
0.3309 0.03609
0.3142 0.03442
0.2956 0.03256
0.2756 0.03056
0.2554 0.02854
RNUM
0.3 0.2347 0.02747
0.350.21350.02535
0.4 0.19170.02317
0.450.16870.02087
0.5 0.1447 0.01847
0.550.12080.01608
0.6 0.09620.01362
0.650.07080.01108
0.7 0.0439 0.00839
Numberofmdders
tR (interactive force coefficient between hull,
mdderand roetler)
0.21732
aH(interactiveforcecoefficientbetweenhull, 0.7
mdderand ro etler)
coeff6
coefC7
coeffll
x_rudder
xH(interactiveforcecoefficientbetweenhull,
mdder and propeller)
A, Geometric aspect ratio of rudder
AR, Movable area of rudder or rudder
ro'ectedarea,rn2
hR,S an (height of rudder), m
X coordinate of rudder location W.r.t local axis
ori in,m
-162.5
1.539
124.65
13.85
-162.5
zJudder
bbb
Z coordinate ofmdderlocation W.r.t local axis 10.895
origin,m
1,2 or 3 (defines which rudder formulation user I
is using), I = Rudder Model 1,2 = Rudder
Model 2, 3= Rudder Model 3 (see section:
3.3.3)
coeff 8 wRO 1.42
coeff 10 Kstarboard -325
coeff 15 YI> 0.408
simulation time step Suggestion:I.O I
Tolerance prescribed accuracy of the computation, 0.00001
suggestion: 0.00001
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Table A.2.1: Final dataset (except some hull forces and running attitude data) used for conducting
maneuvering simulation of Katayama's model and Zodiac Hurricane 733 using the planing hull
maneuvering simulation program
Variables as defined in
the planing hull Data for Data for
maneuvering simulation Definitions Katayama's Zodiac
program model Hurricane 733
LOA Lengthoverall(m) 0.9366 7.24
Sy Projected area of wetted body 0.02828 5.06
fromside@Fn=Oinm2
nnn Number of outboards 1.0 2.0
rho water density (kg/m3) 1025 1025
mass of boat (kg) 2.39 2948.35
I_ZZ Moment of inertia about zaxis, 0.13107 15393
kg-m2
I]X Moment of inertia about x axis, 0.0 0.0
kg-m2
x-prop X coordinate ofpropellerwrt ship -0.4683 -3.945
fixed axis ori in, m
y-prop Y coordinate ofpropellerwrt ship 0.0 0.0
fixed axis origin, m
z-prop Zcoordinateofpropellerwrtship 0.0 0.0
fixedaxisori in,m
xG X coordinate ofCG wrtship fixed -0.0702 -0.445
axisorigin,m
zG Z coordinate of CG wrt ship fixed 0.0 0.0
axisori in,m
Xudot Non-dimensionalizedaddedmass -0.0375 -0.01
in x direction due to surge motion
(-rnx)
Yvdot Non-dimensionalized added mass -0.00526 -0.0142
in y direction due to sway motion
(-my)
Nvdot Non-dimensionalizedadded -0.02265 -0.11
moment of inertia about z axis due
toswa motion
Yrdot Non-dimensionalized added mass -0.039 -0.10686
in Y direction due to yaw motion
Nrdot Non-dimensionalizedadded -0.008 -0.02189
moment of inertia about z axis due
to yaw motion (-Jz)
simulation time ste Suggestion: 0.1 sec 0.10000 0.10000
Tolerance Prescribed accuracy of the 0.00001 0.00001
com utation,suggestion:O.OOOOI
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Table A.2.2: Dataset of non-dimensionalized hull forces & moments and running attitude as
function of Froude number and drift angle used for conducting maneuvering simulation of
Katayama's model using the planing hull maneuvering simulation program (as measured from
partly captured oblique towing test by Katayama for his model TB45)
Fn=O.O CFx CYv CMz Rise Trim Roll(mm) (deg) (deg)
beta=O.O 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
beta = 20.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Fn=0.355 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0560 0.0000 0.0000 -4.1000 0.3700 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0610 0.0559 0.0150 -5.0500 0.3700 0.0000
beta = 20.0 -0.0660 0.1858 0.0500 -9.1550 0.4180 0.0000
Fn = 0.484 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta=O.O -0.0804 0.0000 0.0000 -4.3150 2.2000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0888 0.0661 0.0130 -6.1960 2.2000 0.0000
beta = 20.0 -0.1032 0.2174 0.0490 -14.8380 3.0190 0.0000
Fn=0.645 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0530 0.0000 0.0000 2.0970 3.1000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0540 0.0674 0.0040 0.0000 3.2000 3.2800
beta = 20.0 -0.0540 0.1927 -0.0190 6.4000 6.6860 17.8100
Fn = 0.904 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0350 0.0000 0.0000 10.8490 3.4000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0360 0.0564 -0.0060 16.7320 4.3000 11.7200
beta = 20.0 -0.0240 0.0997 -0.0110 29.4870 4.8020 22.5000
Fn= 1.194 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0210 0.0000 0.0000 24.0230 4.2000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0190 0.0381 -0.0050 29.0450 3.8000 14.5300
beta = 20.0 -0.0160 0.0710 -0.0070 33.7800 1.7220 19.6900
Fn= 1.484 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0170 0.0000 0.0000 29.6760 3.9000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0160 0.0286 -0.0040 33.4650 2.7000 15.9400
beta = 20.0 -0.0150 0.0621 -0.0030 35.0440 1.1600 17.8100
Fn= 1.807 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta=O.O -0.0170 0.0000 0.0000 33.4650 3.5000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0150 0.0221 -0.0030 35.0440 1.9000 15.4700
beta=20.0 -0.0150 0.0598 0.0040 49.2500 0.4270 23.4400
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Table A.2.3: Dataset of non-dimensionalized hull forces & moments and running attitude as
function of Froude number and drift angle used for conducting maneuvering simulation of ZH
733 craft using the planing hull maneuvering simulation program (as measured from partly
captured oblique towing test by Katayama for his model TB45)
Fn=O.O CFx CYv CMz Rise Trim Roll(mm) (deg) (deg)
beta = 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
beta = 20.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Fn=0.355 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0560 0.0000 0.0000 -31.7257 0.3700 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0610 0.0559 0.0150 -39.0453 0.3700 0.0000
beta = 20.0 -0.0660 0.1858 0.0500 -70.7710 0.4180 0.0000
Fn = 0.484 CFx CYv CMz rIse trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0804 0.0000 0.0000 -33.3547 2.2000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0888 0.0661 0.0130 -47.8926 2.2000 0.0000
beta = 20.0 -0.1032 0.2174 0.0490 -114.703 3.0190 0.0000
Fn = 0.645 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0530 0.0000 0.0000 16.210 3.1000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0540 0.0674 0.0040 0.000 3.2000 3.2800
beta = 20.0 -0.0540 0.1927 -0.0190 49.478 6.6860 17.8100
Fn = 0.904 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta=O.O -0.0350 0.0000 0.0000 83.861 3.4000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0360 0.0564 -0.0060 129.343 4.3000 11.7200
beta = 20.0 -0.0240 0.0997 -0.0110 227.937 4.8020 22.5000
Fn= 1.194 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0210 0.0000 0.0000 185.699 4.2000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0190 0.0381 -0.0050 224.520 3.8000 14.5300
beta = 20.0 -0.0160 0.0710 -0.0070 261.125 1.7220 19.6900
Fn= 1.484 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta = 0.0 -0.0170 0.0000 0.0000 229.399 3.9000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0160 0.0286 -0.0040 258.685 2.7000 15.9400
beta=20.0 -0.0150 0.0621 -0.0030 270.892 1.1600 17.8100
Fn= 1.807 CFx CYv CMz rise trim roll
beta=O.O -0.0170 0.0000 0.0000 258.685 3.5000 0.0000
beta = 10.0 -0.0150 0.0221 -0.0030 270.892 1.9000 15.4700
beta = 20.0 -0.0150 0.0598 0.0040 380.708 0.4270 23.4400
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Table A.2.4: Dataset of non-dimensionalized Yr and Nr as function of Froude number and
running attitude used for conducting maneuvering simulation of Katayama's model using the
planing hull maneuvering simulation program (as measured from partly captured oblique towing
test by Katayama for his model TB45)
fn trim Yr
0.0 0.0000 0.1000
0.0 1.0000 0.1000
0.484 1.6450 0.2400
0.484 2.6450 0.2080
0.904 2.5660 0.4800
0.904 3.5660 0.3120
1.194 4.2430 0.6700
1.194 5.2430 0.6300
fn rise Nr
0.0 0.0000 -0.0810
0.0 10.0000 -0.0280
0.484 -4.8960 -0.0810
0.484 5.1037 -0.0280
0.904 4.0060 -0.0895
0.904 14.0060 -0.0260
1.194 12.9080 -0.0614
1.194 22.9080 0.0169
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Table A.2.5: Dataset of non-dimensionalized Yr and Nr as function of Froude number and
running attitude used for conducting maneuvering simulation of ZH 733 craft using the planing
hull maneuvering simulation program (as measured from partly captured oblique towing test by
Katayama for his model TB45)
fn trim Yr
0.0 0.0000 0.1000
0.0 1.0000 0.1000
0.484 1.6450 0.2400
0.484 2.6450 0.2080
0.904 2.5660 0.4800
0.904 3.5660 0.3120
1.194 4.2430 0.6700
1.194 5.2430 0.6300
fn rise Nr
0.0 0.0000 -0.0810
0.0 72.4000 -0.0280
0.484 -37.8507 -0.0810
0.484 34.5493 -0.0280
0.904 30.9655 -0.0895
0.904 103.3655 -0.0260
1.194 99.7817 -0.0614
1.194 172.1817 0.0169
Note that in Tables A.2.2 and A.2.3 and in Table A.2.4 and A.2.5, aU the data (except the rise
data) is same as that measured by Katayama for his model TB45. Rise data in the database is
scaled for 2 crafts as follows:
riseZH733 = :~;~;:: * LOAZH733
And,
riseKatayama'smodel = :~;~;:: * LOA Katayama's model
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Appendix B
Input File B.1: Final input text file for Esso Osaka
I I 0 3 1 I
325.0000 53.0000 21.79000
311901.5 10.89500 10.30000
0.00 1.9789E12 0.0000
9.100000 6.506500 1.000000
10.0000 82.0000 1.0
-157.27000 -162.50000 10.895000
0.6140000 0.2173200 0.700000 0.7894
-162.50000 1.5390000 124.65000 1.420
0.288 -325.0 13.8500 1.3333
16.0 0.85 0.4080
0.871 -0.359
15
0.0 0.3415 0.03715
0.05 0.3309 0.03609
0.1 0.3142 0.03442
0.15 0.2956 0.03256
0.2 0.2756 0.03056
0.25 0.2554 0.02854
0.3 0.2347 0.02747
0.35 0.2135 0.02535
0.4 0.1917 0.02317
0.45 0.1687 0.02087
0.5 0.1447 0.01847
0.55 0.1208 0.01608
0.6 0.0962 0.01362
0.65 0.0708 0.01108
0.7 0.0439 0.00839
-0.008988
-0.020045 -0.00329 0.000034 -0.042279 0.0 0.277875
-0.225895 0.000000 -0.3831 0.10219
0.0 0.59837 -0.25589 -1.05375
-0.01119 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.000000 -0.010572 -0.14716 -0.04836
0.0 -0.29699 0.023637 0.053257
-0.01835 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
1.00000 0.00001
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Input File B.2: Final input text file for Katayama's hull model
0.9366 0.02828 1.0
2.39 0.13107 0.0
-0.4683 0.0 0.0 -0.0702 0.0
-0.0375 -0.00526 -0.02265 -0.039 -0.008
0.10000 0.00001
0.0 1.076 1.4665 3.6178 4.4965 5.475
0.0 10.0 20.0
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-0.0560 0.0000 0.0000 -4.1000 0.3700 0.0000
0.0559 0.0150 -5.0500 0.3700 0.0000
-0.0660 0.1858 0.0500 0.0000
-0.0804 0.0000 0.0000 2.2000
-0.0888 0.0130 -6.1960 2.2000
-0.1032 0.0490 -14.8380 3.0190
-0.0530 0.0000 2.0970 3.1000 0.0000
-0.0540 0.0040 0.0000 3.2000 3.2800
-0.0190 6.6860 17.8100
-0.0350 0.0000 10.8490 3.4000 0.0000
-0.0360 -0.0060 16.7320
0.0997 -0.0110 29.4870 22.5000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-0.0190 0.0381 -0.0050 29.0450 14.5300
-0.0160 -0.0070 33.7800 19.6900
-0.0170 0.0000 0.0000 29.6760
-0.0160 0.0286 -0.0040 33.4650 2.7000
-0.0030 1.1600
-0.0030
-0.0150 0.0598 0.0040
0.000 1.4665
0.0000 0.0000 0.1000
1.0000 10.0000
1.6450 -4.8960 0.2400
2.6450 5.1037 0.2080
2.5660 0.4800
3.5660 14.0060 0.3120
4.2430 12.9080 0.6700
5.2430
49.2500 0.4270 23.4400
2.739 3.6178
-0.0810
-0.0280
-0.0895
-0.0260
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Input File B.3: Final input text file for ZH 733 craft
7.24 5.06 2.0
2948.35 15393 0.0
-3.945 0.0 0.0 -0.445 0.0
-0.01 -0.0142 -0.11 -0.10686 -0.02189
0.10000 0.00001
0.0 2.99 4.07
0.0 10.0 20.0
0.0000 0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-0.0560 0.0000 0.0000 0.3700 0.0000
-0.0610 0.0559 0.3700 0.0000
-0.0660 0.1858 0.0500 0.0000
-0.0804 0.0000 0.0000 -33.355
0.0661 0.0130 -47.893 0.0000
0.0490 0.0000
-0.0530 0.0000 3.1000 0.0000
-0.0540 0.0040 0.000 3.2000 3.2800
-0.0540 -0.0190 49.478 6.6860 17.8100
-0.0350 0.0000 0.0000 83.861 3.4000
-0.0360 0.0564 -0.0060
0.0997 22.5000
-0.0210 0.0000 0.0000 185.699 0.0000
-0.0190 -0.0050 224.520
0.0000 0.0000 229.399
-0.0160 0.0286 -0.0040 258.685
-0.0150 0.0621 -0.0030 270.892 1.1600
0.0000 258.685 3.5000
-0.0030 270.892 1.9000
-0.0150 0.0598 380.708 0.4270
0.00 4.07 7.61 10.06
0.0000 0.0000 -0.0810
-0.0280
-0.0810
-0.0280
2.5660 30.9655 -0.0895
3.5660 103.3655 0.3120 -0.0260
99.7817 0.6700
0.6300
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